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Abstract 
The purpose of this study was to evaluate four different measuring methods as potential 

quality control tests for Tungsten Carbide (WC) raw material used in the hard metal 

manufacturing at Seco Tools Fagersta. This was warranted as the current quality test 

called the HcK test, is very time consuming and the results provided that are used for 

milling time calculations cannot be relied on. The four measuring methods chosen was 

Laser diffraction, X-Ray diffraction, Brunauer Emmett Teller analysis and Fisher Sub-

Sieve Sizer measurement. These measuring techniques were chosen by Seco Tools   

The project followed the general structure of the project cycle modified to fit the project 

and involving the steps project planning, present state analysis, goals and requirement 

determination, evaluation elimination of options and final of choice of option. The 

alternative methods were evaluated using an evaluation matrix containing the 

requirements determined to be the most relevant for the quality control process. The 

requirements were measurement precision, operator influence, ease of use, time required 

and operator time required. The ability of the measurement method to distinguish 

between all of the different WC powders used a Seco Tools was put as a must requirement 

as the new method is meant to serve as a verification test as well as a quality test. 

The analysis methods were evaluated practically through experiments and therefore a 

testing strategy was established. Initial test on two powder types was performed so that 

an early evaluation could be done. During this stage both the Laser diffraction and the X-

Ray diffraction were eliminated due to poor results. The BET analysis and the Fisher Sub-

Sieve Sizer performed better and was therefore tested further. Randomized testing was 

the method chosen when testing with all powders to minimize the environmental impact 

on the testing as this could affect the results of the study.  

The testing showed that only the Fisher SSS was able to distinguish between all the 

different powders making it the only viable option as a new quality test. This was only 

possible when measuring on agglomerated material and the values extracted could 

therefore not be used further in the production. The Fisher SSS also performed the best 

when ranked against the rest of the requirements, showing a high precision when 

measuring on deagglomerated material and a combination of the two tests was therefore 

considered. 

When compared to the HcK test the Fisher SSS showed a significant reduction in lead time 

but also a reduction in information gathered and eventual defects controlled. The Fisher 

SSS provides only an average particle size measurement and since no correlation has yet 

been established between the measured particle size and the required milling times it was 

recommended that the HcK test remains.  

It was recommended that a study is started aimed at establishing a correlation between 

the measured particle size and the required milling time is started to investigate if this is 
possible. 

Keywords: Particle measurement, Quality control, Tungsten Carbide, Hard metal, Fisher 

Sub-Sieve Sizer, Brunauer Emmett Teller, X-ray Diffraction, Laser Diffraction 



 
 

Sammanfattning 
Syftet med detta arbete var att utvärdera fyra olika mättekniker som potentiella 

kvalitetskontrolltester för Volframkarbid (WC) råvaran som används vid 

hårdmetalltillverkningen hos Seco Tools Fagersta. Denna undersökning gjordes då den 

existerande kontrollen kallad HcK test är tidskrävande och resultaten från testet som 

används för maltidsberäkning har visat sig opålitliga. De fyra analysmetoderna utvalda av 

Seco Tools för undersökningen var Röntgendiffraktion, Laserdiffraktion, Brunauer 

Emmett Teller analys samt Fisher Sub-Sieve Sizer analys.  

Projektet följde den generella strukturen av projektcirkeln med modifikation för att passa 

projektet. Metoden består av projektplanering, nulägesanalys, etablering av krav och mål, 

utvärdering och eliminering av metoder samt slutligt val av metod. Metoderna som utreds 

var evaluerade med hjälp av en utvärderingsmatris innehållande de krav som ansågs mest 

relevant för en ny kvalitetskontroll. Dessa krav var, precision, känslighet för operatörsfel, 

användarvänlighet, tidsåtgång för test samt tid krävd av operatör. Ett skall-krav som 

sattes var att en ny metod måste kunna särskilja mellan alla WC sorter som används på 

Seco Tools då kvalitetskontrollen också fungerar som verifiering att det rätt material som 

testas. 

Analysmetoderna utvärderades praktiskt genom experiment och därför etablerades en 

teststrategi. Tidiga tester med två WC typer genomfördes för att en tidig utvärdering där 

eliminering av otillräckliga metoder kunde göras. Under detta steg så föll Laser diffraktion 

och Röntgen diffraktionen bort på grund av dåliga resultat. BET analysen och Fisher SSS 

analysen presterade bättre och gick därmed vidare i utvärderingen. En slumpmässig 

testordning var strategin som användes när tester på samtliga WC sorter utfördes. Detta 

gjordes för att minimera påverkan på testerna från utomstående källor då detta kunde ha 

en inverkan på utvärderingen. 

Testerna visade att det endast var Fisher Sub-Sieve Sizern som klarade av att särskilja 

mellan alla WC sorter och var därmed den enda metoden som mötte måste kravet och var 

möjlig att implementeras som ny kvalitetskontroll. Detta var endast möjligt på mätningar 

av agglomererat material och värdena som där bestäms kan inte användas vidare i 

produktionen. Fisher SSS var den metod som bäst mötte de övriga kraven och visade en 

hög precision. Därmed övervägdes en kombination av dessa mätningar. 

När Fisher SSS jämförs med dagens HcK test så ser man en signifikant minskning i ledtid 

men också i information samlad och defekter kontrollerade. Fisher SSS mätningar 

producerar endast en genomsnittlig storleksmätning av materialet och då ingen 

korrelation till malningstiden än är etablerad så är det rekommenderat att inte avveckla 

den existerande HcK kontrollen.  

Det rekommenderas att en studie påbörjas med syfte att bestämma en standard för 

provpreparering av WC och därefter påbörja en studie med målet att etablera en 
korrelation mellan uppmätt WC storlek och malningstiden som krävs i produktionen. 

Nyckelord: Partikel mätning, Kvalitetskontroll, Volframkarbid, Hårdmetall, Fisher Sub-

Sieve Sizer, Brunauer Emmett Teller, Röntgendiffraktion, Laserdiffraktion  
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1 Introduction 
This thesis project takes place at Seco Tools a manufacturer of hard metal inserts in 

Fagersta Sweden. Seco Tools always strives to improve their products and 

production and this project is a part of that. The aim of the project is to evaluate new 

quality control tests for the Tungsten Carbide raw material used in the production. 

This is done in an effort to improve both the quality control and the production. 

1.1 Background 
Seco Tools is a producer of hard metal inserts used in the metal cutting industry. It 

is a global company with offices and production in 75 countries and over 4000 

employees worldwide. The company was founded in 1932 in Fagersta Sweden 

where this project takes place. Since 2011 Seco tools has been a part of Sandvik 

Machining Solutions, the tooling section of the Sandvik Group.  

The current quality control test is called the HcK test is a time consuming and costly 

process. The test is used to verify that the Tungsten Carbide (WC) raw material is of 

the correct size as well as to extract additional information regarding the material 

such as the carbon content. This information is later used when setting production 

parameters such as the milling time required to reach a desired size. However, it has 

been discovered that these measurements are not reliable enough which has 

resulted in instances where a manufacturing process had to be redone causing 
disturbance in the production.  

Because of the long testing time and the unreliable results an alternative test is 

desired. A new quality test needs to verify that the material delivered is of the 

correct type and provide a precise and reliable measurement of the raw material.  

The four analysis methods that have been chosen by Seco Tools for evaluation as 

potential quality control tests are all different types of measuring methods used to 

determine the size of the WC. The analysis methods are Laser Diffraction analysis 

(LD), Brunauer, Emmett, Teller analysis (BET), Fisher Sub-Sieve Sizer (Fisher SSS) 

and X-ray diffraction analysis (XRD).  

1.2 Stakeholders 
If a new test is found the current HcK test will be eliminated and therefore the people 

working with it have a stake in this project. How exactly they will be affected 

depends on the outcome of the project.  

The production planning also holds a stake if a test reliable enough is found. There 

is a possibility that the values produced by the new test can be used at later stages 
in the production. 

The project will also provide experiment results for the research and development 

department which can possibly be used in further studies. The R&D are also affected 

during this project since it takes place in their facilities and if a new method is found 

to be good enough to be implemented and replace the HcK test, resources will be 
freed up in the R&D department. 
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1.3 Project objective and aim 
The objective of this thesis project is to experimentally evaluate the four alternative 

methods chosen by Seco Tools on their ability as quality control tests. There are four 

main criteria that the methods will be evaluated against. The ability to distinguish 

between the different types of WC, measurement precision, human error sensitivity 

and the time it takes to conduct a test. 

The goal of this project is to investigate the alternative methods as possible quality 

control tests and to determine which, if any, is most suitable to implement. The 

project seeks to answer the following questions. 

• Which measuring methods can distinguish between the different types of 

WC? 
o If a method is to be implemented, it must be able to verify that the delivered raw 

material is of the expected type.  

• Is any of the measuring methods precise enough so that the results can be 

used further?  
o If the results of a measurement are to be used further in the production, it must be 

stable and dependable.  

• How sensitive are the measuring methods? 
o Are the methods sensitive for operator error and/or other influences? 

• What does it take to produce a measurement in terms of time and resources? 
o How long does it take to perform a measurement?  

o How much time is demanded of the operator? 

• What method is the most suitable as a quality control test for the Tungsten 

Carbide raw material. 

1.4 Project scope 
The project takes place at Seco Tools facility in Fagersta and will take 20 weeks with 

a workload of 800 hours. The four analysis methods to be evaluated were all present 

at Seco Tools R&D department and it was the company’s wish that the evaluation 

was conducted practically through experiments using their existing equipment and 

the specific raw material used at Seco Tools. 

Due to the time constraints of the project some limitations regarding the study were 

established. The parameters used, and the standards followed with each testing 

method were all based on previous studies conducted using the different machines. 

This means that no experiments were conducted to establish a best practise for each 

testing method. This was done in an effort to save time in the project.  

The sample collection was done in the same way for every type of raw material 

powder. The WC raw material is delivered in batches of differing size and each 

sample was collected from the weighing station by simply taking a scoop of powder 

from the top. It is possible that powder collected from the bottom or middle would 

yield different measurement results than sample collected from the top, but this will 

not be investigated. 

The aim of the project is to evaluate the selected analysis methods and recommend 

the most suitable option. No actual implementation will take place, nor will a 
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detailed design of a new quality control station be done if a suitable option is found 

and the cost of an eventual implementation will therefore not be included in this 
study. 

1.5 Thesis outline 
This master thesis is a practical evaluation of four particle measurement techniques 

with the goal of determining which is the most suitable as a quality control test for 
the raw material used at Seco Tools.  

In chapter two the context of which this project takes place explained and where in 

the production this project takes place. In chapter three the theoretical framework 

on which this project is based is displayed and the project approach and methods 

used are shown in chapter four. Chapter five includes the results from the present 

state analysis and chapter six the requirement specification. The testing process and 

its results are displayed in chapter seven and eight. In chapter nine all the stages of 
the project are discussed and the final recommendation is displayed in chapter ten. 
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2 Context 
To fully understand this project, some knowledge concerning the manufacturing 

process of hard metal inserts is needed. In this section the general process of hard 

metal inserts manufacturing at Seco Tools is described. A more detailed description 

of each manufacturing step and the quality control process is presented in the 
present state analysis. 

2.1 Manufacturing of hard metal inserts 
The manufacturing of hard metal inserts can be divided into two main sections, 

manufacturing of the inserts base and surface treatment such as coating and 

grinding. The base of a hard metal insert is mainly made of WC held together with a 

binder of Cobalt forming a substrate. Depending on what type of insert it is and what 

it is meant to be used for the substrate is then grinded and/or coated to get the 

required surface finish. This project is mainly focused on the quality control of the 

raw material used when manufacturing the substrate. This process is completely 

separate from the surface treatment part of the manufacturing and therefore the 
coating process will not be described further. 

The manufacturing process of the substrate can be divided up into four main 

processes where material is added and treated to form the substrate. These 

manufacturing steps are non-reversible meaning that the operations performed 
cannot be undone if the results are unsatisfying.  

2.1.1 HcK quality control 
Before any new batch of WC is used in production it must pass through a quality 

control test called the HcK test. The test is a small scale production of an insert using 

a standard recipe where eventual abnormalities can be measured on the sample 

after the sintering process. This test is extensive and includes measurements of the 

materials grain size, carbon content as well as a microscopy analysis where 

abnormalities can be detected. This process is described in more detail in section 5.  

2.1.2 Milling/Mixing 
The milling at Seco Tools is a wet process where the different ingredients are mixed 

together with a milling liquid creating a slurry. The purpose of this process is to mix 

all the ingredients to a homogenous mixture and to reduce the size of the WC to the 

desired size.  

There are eight types of WC powders of different sizes used at Seco Tools and how 

long the material is milled for and what parameters are used is completely 

dependent on the initial size of the WC and what size is desired in the insert being 

made.  

2.1.3 Drying 
When the milling process is finished the slurry needs to be dried to separate the 

material from the milling liquid. This is done using a spray dryer in which the slurry 

is sprayed from the bottom of a sealed chamber and hot gas is pumped in from the 
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top. This dries the drops of slurry in the air forming granules that collects at the 

bottom of the chamber. The granules created should be macroscopically 

homogenous meaning that every granule has the exact same composition of 

material. This is important to ensure that the material composition in the finished 

insert is homogenous. The dried granules are packaged and stored awaiting the 

second quality test.  

2.1.4 Quality control 
The second quality control is similar to the HcK test but is now tested on material 

manufactured according to the actual product recipe and not a standard. A 

representative amount of granules are taken from the drying process while the rest 

is moved to storage. The sample taken is then pressed and sintered so that the same 

analysis can be performed as in the Hck test.  

2.1.5 Pressing 
When the material has passed the second quality control process it moves on to the 

pressing process where the granules are pressed into a die forming a solid green 
body that are stored for a short time awaiting the sintering process. 

2.1.6 Sintering 
In the sintering process the green body is heated in different stages to remove the 

press aid and melt the Cobalt. The melted Cobalt spreads through the green body 

binding with the WC forming a solid body and reducing the porosity to zero thereby 

shrinking the green body significantly. It is important that the green body is 

homogenous throughout in terms of grain size and that the composition of 

ingredients is exactly right during this process to ensure that the sintered insert has 

the desired mechanical properties.  
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3 Theory 
In this section the theoretical framework of the project is presented. The aim of this 

section is to create a knowledgebase on which the project can stand, it includes 

theory concerning hard metals and its manufacturing, analysing methods, quality 

control, Lean manufacturing and production development. The majority of the 

information is gathered from various textbooks. This information is complemented 

with articles and studies conducted at Seco Tools. 

3.1 Quality control 
The Quality control process in a production line can vary between industries and 

companies and there are several theories describing how to ensure a high quality in 

the production. This section covers different theory’s describing quality control 

processes relevant for this project. 

The concept of quality can be defined in different ways and subsequently different 

theories concerning quality has been developed. Joseph M. Juran is a quality expert 

with several books published on the subject of quality management.  According to 

Juran (1992), there are two types of quality in a product, quality concerning product 

features and quality in terms of product deficiencies.  

A higher quality, in terms of deficiencies in the product, will enable a company to 

reduce error rates, reduce rework, reduce field failures, reduce customer 

dissatisfaction and so forth according to Juran (1992). This higher quality is 

obtained by the management for quality theory that states that there are three 

processes concerning quality: quality planning, quality control and quality 

improvement. According to Suarez & Gerald (1992) the quality planning entails 

developing a process that will achieve the goals established for the product. The 

quality control is responsible for documenting faults and their causes, information 

necessary for the quality improvement which is responsible for using information 

from the quality control to develop new ways to achieve better performance. The 

quality goal must be set high and eventually reach 100% deficient free. If the goal is 

set for anything less the production is simply planning for failure which should be 

avoided to not make the quality faults chronic in the production (Juran, 1992). The 

three quality processes is illustrated according to the Juran triology diagram in 

Figure 1. 
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Figure 1 Juran trilogy diagram (Juran, 1992) 

The goal of zero deficiencies is also shared by Philip B. Crosby, a businessman and 

author of several books regarding management and quality. According to Crosby 

zero defects should be a goal for a manufacturing organisation and not a slogan 

(Suarez & Gerald, 1992). Crosby’s definition of quality is conformance to 

requirements and that quality must be a measurable term that can help an 

organisation act based on quantifiable targets and values (Suarez & Gerald, 1992). 

One of Crosby’s main principles in quality work is “Do it right the first time”.  This 

principle states that the way to manage quality is not by reaction but instead by 

prevention meaning that defects should be avoided by preventative work. These 

principles are tied to the wastes identified by Taichi Ohno the developer of the 

Toyota production system. Both defects in the products and incorrect processing are 

non-value adding wastes according to (Liker, 2004).  

The lean manufacturing theories along with Six Sigma are other manufacturing 

theories concerned with quality (Franchetti, 2015). Lean manufacturing has its 

origin in the Toyota manufacturing system developed by Taichi Ohno at Toyotas 

factories in Japan and the Toyota principle were later interpreted by the American 

car industries where it became known as lean manufacturing (Liker, 2004). 

According to Liker (2004) the main focus of the Lean management philosophy is 

improved production by elimination of waste. No matter how small these wastes are 

they must be identified and eliminated. There are seven main wastes that was 

identified by Toyota. 

• Overproduction (Producing more products than demanded) 

• Transport (Unnecessary movement of products) 

• Excess inventory (Products in the production that are not being worked on) 

• Motion (Movement of equipment or personnel that does not add value to the 

product)  

• Waiting (Waiting for products or equipment wastes employees time) 

• Over processing or incorrect processing (Spending too much time and 

resources on a product) 

• Defects (Defected product that demands redoing or discarding) 
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• Unused employee creativity (Not utilizing the knowledge within the 

organisation and its employees)  

These wastes do not contribute to the value of the end product and therefore should 

be eliminated in order to improve production and increase profitability. The 

employees in the production are all looking for wastes and eventual improvements 

and in that way every employee is a quality control inspector (Liker, 2004).   

According to Voehl, Harrington, Mignosa, & Charron (2014) poor quality of 

information can cause all these wastes if passed through the organisation and the 

same is true for products that are passed on through the production. If a product 

with a defect is passed on through the production that defect will cause problems 

further down the line. The same is true for information and it is therefore important 

that the product leaves every station defect free as well as the information passed 

with it. Both the quality of information and the quality of the production is 

paramount to the quality of the product.  

Knowledge management defines the knowledge within an organisation as either 

tacit knowledge or explicit knowledge according Voehl et al. (2014) in agreement 

with Nonaka (2008). Tacit knowledge is unspoken knowledge that resides within 

the employees. This knowledge comes with experience and practise. Explicit 

knowledge is documented and quantified. For an organisation to be a learning 

organisation this tacit knowledge must be turned into explicit knowledge so that it 

can be passed on through the organisation according to Voehl et al. (2014). 

Information is key when it comes to quality control and a production according to 

Voehl et al. (2014). The authors claim that poor quality of information is a significant 

source of waste in many organizations today and that inaccurate information passed 

through an organization can introduce all wastes described by Liker (2004) to 
varying degrees.   

3.1.1 Quality control of Cemented carbides 
In this section quality control specifically aimed at Cemented Carbides is discussed.  

The manufacturing of cemented carbides involves several different stages as any 

production does. The difference from other type of productions is that almost every 

stage in the production involves a conversion of the product that cannot be revoked 

according to Upadhyaya (1998). This means that production steps must be done 

correctly the first time to avoid having to discard products. This also means that it 

is necessary to control the quality of the product after every step of the production 

to ensure that the product is of the desire standard and to provide the following 

stage in the production with information regarding the product according to 

Upadhyaya (1998). These recommended quality control tests can be divided into 

two main categories, Raw material testing and sintered properties evaluations 

(Upadhyaya, 1998). The raw material category which mainly involves two types of 

tests, Chemical analysis to investigate the impurity level and particle size analysis 

according to Upadhyaya (1998).  
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WC is the fundamental ingredient in hard metal inserts and it makes up the bulk of 

the tool. WC is a carbide consisting of equal parts Tungsten and Carbon which forms 

a structure with a high hardness and temperature resistance. This makes the 

material ideal for applications such as metal cutting, where strength and 

temperature resistance is important. To form a cemented carbide the WC raw 

material is bound together using Cobalt in a sintering process according to Lassner 
& Schubert (1999).  

The WC particle size is of upmost importance when manufacturing hard metal 

inserts since it is directly correlated with the mechanical properties of the finished 

insert (Srivatsan, Woods, Petraroli, & Sudarshan, 2002). Generally smaller sized 

particles produce an insert with higher hardness according to Srivatsan et al. 

(2002). Persson & Schwinds (2013) investigation shows that the average grainsize 

of the WC shows the same correlation towards the hardness of the sintered insert. 

Determining the size of the material is therefore a crucial step in the manufacturing 

of hard metal inserts. 

The WC, in powder form, consists of three measurable parts called grain, particle 

and agglomerate according to ISO-3252 illustrated in Figure 2. The powder has a 

strong tendency to form agglomerates that are considerably larger than the actual 

particle size of the powder. Powders with particle sizes finer than 0.5 microns are 
typically strongly agglomerated according to Lassner & Shubert (1999).    

 

 

 

Figure 2 Agglomerate, particle and grain as defined by ISO-3252 (Lassner & Schubert, 1999) 

WC powder with an average particle size of roughly 0.5 to 4 µm shows a direct 

correlation between the average particle size before milling and the average grain 

size in the sintered structure of the finished tool if the milling times and sintering 

processes are constant (Lassner & Schubert, 1999). This means that the grain size 

in the sintered structure can be predicted by determining the particle size of the raw 

material. 
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3.2 Magnetic analysis 
The current quality control utilises magnetic analysis of the material to determine 

size and carbon content. In order to understand the current quality control the 
theory behind the analysis needs to be understood.  

Ferromagnetism is the magnetic force that occurs in some materials caused by the 

electron’s own rotation or spin according to Livingston (1999). The author claims 

that the spin causes magnetic momentum in small domains within the material and 

within these domains the force is aligned in the same direction, but the direction can 

be different in adjacent domains.  

When a magnetic field is applied to the material the different domains forces will 

align. When all of them are pointing in the same direction the material cannot 

become more magnetic thereby reaching the maximum of magnetic saturation, Ms. 

When the applied magnetic field is removed there will be some residual magnetic 

force left in the material. The force required to eliminate this magnetic force is called 

coercivity, Hc (Livingston, 1999). By using the Ms value, the amount of solved 
Tungsten in the binder phase can be calculated.  

This calculation results in a MM value, magnetically measured solved Tungsten. Hc 

is directly dependent on the domain sizes in the material and using these values the 

grainsize can be estimated according to Equation (1). Where d is the approximate 

grainsize of the carbide. 

𝐻𝑐~
1

𝑑
      (1) 

If the MM value is within the accepted range the HcK is calculated with Equation 2. 

This equation gives a result which is an indirect measurement on the particle size of 

the WC powder with adjustment for the carbon interference in the magnetic 
measurement. 

𝐻𝑐𝐾 = (
63−𝑀𝑀𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒

63−𝑀𝑀𝑇𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡
) ∗ (𝐻𝑐𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 − 2.5) + 2.5    (2) 

3.3 Methods to be evaluated  
The four methods chosen to be evaluated are all well-established methods used for 

material particle analysis. The purpose of this section is to understand the theories 

behind the methods. This is crucial to understand how they work and to give them 

a fair evaluation. 

3.3.1 Laser Diffraction 
Laser diffraction is commonly used to determine the size distribution of a powder. 

The technique first arose in the seventies and was based on Fraunhofer diffraction 

theory. The theory states that the intensity of light scattered by a particle is directly 

proportionate to the particle size (Xu, 2002). However, with the advancement of the 

technology since then, laser diffraction analysing is no longer limited to diffraction 

effects. Mie theory and the measurements of scattering intensity of the beam over a 
wide range gives a more accurate measurement (Xu, 2002). 
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The sample material can be tested both in a suspension as well as completely dry 

(German, 1997). The sample is pumped through a measuring cell which the laser 

beam passes through. When the particles pass through the beam the light spreads 

in different directions. The light is collected in a lens and focused on a detector 

behind the cell. The angle of which the beam is reflected is inversely proportionate 

to the diameter of the particle meaning that the smaller particles causes a larger 

diffraction angle. Using the diffraction pattern the particle size distribution can be 

calculated with a fitting algorithm based on the Mie solution of general scattering of 

electromagnetic radiation by small particles (Xu, 2002). A general layout of a Laser 

diffraction analyser is described in Figure 3. 

 

 

Figure 3 Laser diffraction schematic (Xu, 2002) 

The machine generates a lot of data but the most relevant for size measuring are the 

frequency plot consisting of the particle size distribution and size parameters D10, 

D50 and D90. They represent the particle sizes where 10%, 50% and 90% of the 

sample consists of particles smaller than the given value. The width of the size 

distribution, called span, is also generated. The software calculating the particle size 

simplifies the particle shape by assuming it is a sphere.  

For a Laser diffractometer to be approved, according to the ISO-13320 standard 

(2009), its measured average value of d(0,5) can only deviate 6% between three 

independent measurements while the d(0,1) and d(0,9) are allowed to deviate 10%. 

The standard is meant for powders finer than 10µm and the measurements are 
conducted on a standardised material of known size. 

3.3.2 X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) 
X-ray diffraction was first discovered in the early 1900s and has since then 

developed to a highly trusted analysing technique for determining the structure of 

atoms. The X-ray diffraction, or XRD, analysing technique utilises x-rays and 

detectors to determine the geometry of crystals. Since crystals can be formed by 

several types of material the technique can therefore be applied to several different 

research areas.  

It is common to utilize XRD to obtain the atomic structures when researching new 

materials and the technique has been crucial for biological research where it has 
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been used to, among other things, uncover the structure and function vitamins and 

proteins (Oldby, 1994). Perhaps the most significant research done using the XRD 

technique is the structure discovery of cholesterol, penicillin, DNA, vitamin B12 and 

insulin according to Oldby (1994). 

Different types of XRD techniques are presently used in a wide variety of research 

fields as the method can be applied whenever the structure of a material is studied. 

A famous example of current research utilizing the XRD technique is the mars 

Curiosity rover which is equipped with an XRD machine as it is the ideal method for 

studying the Mars soil in search for organic material (Mission/instruments: A Nasa 
website, 2018). 

At Seco Tools the XRD technique is used for material research and product 

development mainly focused on analysis of the coating. It can be utilized to 

investigate used inserts to understand the wear that occurs or to study the 

crystalline structure of the material in an insert. This is a crucial tool when 

developing new and improved products. 

X-ray diffraction is a highly complex technique but can be explained simply as firing 

an x-ray with a known wavelength at a target powder where the material acts as a 

diffraction grating and causes the beam to diffract from its initial trajectory 

(Chauhan & Chauhan, 2014). The diffracted beams are picked up by detectors and 

by using the angle and intensity of the diffracted beams a diffractogram is produced. 
The process is described schematically in Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4 Schematic if X-Ray diffraction measurement (Chemestry LibreTexts, 2019) 

The diffractogram shows peaks of energy at certain angles and using this the 

geometry of the target material can be calculated (Woolfson, 1997). The size 

measured is the grain size as described in Figure 2. This calculation is done using 

Bragg’s law seen in Equation 3 and Scherrer’s formula in Equation 4 (Woolfson, 
1997). 

𝜆 = 2𝑑 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃       (3) 

𝜆 is the wavelength of the x-ray, d is the spacing between planes and 𝜃 is the 
diffraction angle. 
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𝑑 =
0.9𝜆

𝑓𝑤ℎ𝑚 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃
     (4) 

Where d is the crystallite size in nano meter, 𝜆 is the wavelength of the x-ray beam, 

𝜃 is the diffraction angle and 𝑓𝑤ℎ𝑚 is the full width at half maximum of the 

diffraction peak.  

The results are presented as a diffractogram with the beam intensity as a function 

of the angle. At Seco Tools the analysis of the results is done using the software 

Topas 5 where the mean crystalline size can be determined. Possible contamination 

of the sample can also be detected in the analysing stage.   

3.3.3 BET (Brunauer Emmett Teller) 
The BET analysis is widely used across many different research areas and industries 

where porosity and surface area measurements are needed. It is a crucial tool 

pharmaceutical industry as it is an especially useful method to use for calculating 

the surface area of medical substances (Ahuja & Scypinski, 2011). According to 

Ahuja & Scypinski (2011) the surface area is directly proportional to the dissolution 

rate and this information is critical for a pharmaceutical manufacturer. The method 

is also useful when manufacturing heatshields and isolation materials as the surface 

area and the porosity has a big influence on the weight and function of the material 
(ASAP 2020, 2018).  

The BET analysing method uses gas adsorption on a solid surface to measure the 

surface area of a material. The BET theory is based on the Langmuir theory of gas 

adsorption which is limited to measuring the absorption of only one layer (Lowell, 

Shields, & Thomas, 2004). This is not ideal and does not provide an accurate 

measurement of the surface area according to Lowell et al. (2004) . The BET formula 

shown in Equation 6 considers the absorption of multiple layers, this allows for 
more accurate calculations of the surface area according to the authors.  

1

𝑣((
𝑝0
𝑝

)−1)

=
1

𝑣𝑚𝐶
+

𝐶−1

𝑣𝑚𝐶
(

𝑝

𝑝0
)     (6) 

Where P is the pressure of the adsorbed volume of gas V, P0 is the pressure of the 

gas at the applied temperature, Vm is the volume of gas required to form a monolayer 
and C is a constant associated with adsorption energy (Everett, 1973). 

A BET analysis can generally be described as nitrogen gas being pumped onto the 

material tested. When a desired pressure is reached the pressure is lowered and the 

nitrogen molecules desorbs from the material. Some of the nitrogen molecules does 

not desorb and are still an adsorbent on the material, these are measured and by 

repeating the process at different pressures an adsorption isotherm is created 

according to Lowell et al. (2004).  

Since the surface area of the nitrogen molecule is known, the surface area of the 

material can be calculated using the BET equation (Everett, 1973). The BET surface 
area is presented in m2/g within a specified range.  
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Since the BET analysis used gas adsorption to measure the surface area it is 

important that the gas can reach every surface in the sample material. As seen in 

Figure 2 cavities can occur in the agglomerates and if the gas cannot reach these 

cavities the measurement will be affected. The sample material must therefore be 
milled to break up these agglomerates.  

3.3.4 Fisher sub-sieve sizer (Fisher SSS) 
The Fisher SSS method is a common method used to determine the average particle 

size in a powder utilizing gas-permeability (Lassner & Schubert, 1999). Although the 

Fisher SSS is an old method it is still being used as a method for measuring the size 

of metal powders today.  

The process is fairly simple and can be described as measurement of the samples 

resistance to air flowing through it (Lassner & Schubert, 1999). The sample is placed 

in a tube between two plugs of known porosity and a stream of air at a constant 

pressure is pushed through it. The pressure loss is measured using a manometer 

and it has a direct correlation with the particle size of the sample. The operator 

determines the result by reading the manometers level against a chart on the 

machine resulting is an average particle diameter thereby simplifying the shape of 

the particles to a sphere.  

When following the ASTM B330-15 standard for conducting Fisher SSS tests the 
results of repeated measurements should deviate no more than 6%. 

 

 

Figure 5 Schematic of Fisher SSS (Particle Thechnology Labs, 2018) 

3.4 Evaluation praxis 
Theories regarding evaluating and choosing between different options as well as 

theories regarding testing strategies are both relevant for this project. In this section 

these theories are described. 

Something that must be done in the early stages is to determine the criteria on which 

the solution will be evaluated according to Franchetti (2015). These criteria will 

vary depending on the type of project and the aim of the evaluation. It is important 

https://www.google.se/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwi29Y6T8oXfAhWDFCwKHUzfBKQQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https://www.particletechlabs.com/analytical-testing/particle-size-distribution-analyses/air-permeability-diameter&psig=AOvVaw2IRirWaau958DrLxqasdl1&ust=1544003154096517
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to establish the criteria early in the process since it is on these criteria that the entire 

evaluation is based (Franchetti, 2015). 

To compare possible solutions, they can be ranked on how well they live up to the 

criteria established and how important the criteria is, the result of such a ranking 

will show what action meets the requirements in the best way (Franchetti, 2015). 

For the evaluation of solutions to be done in an effective manner, early comparison 

against important criteria can weed out solutions so that time and resources are not 

wasted on a solution that will ultimately fail (Franchetti, 2015). This process is also 

described by Bohgard et al. (2010) which recommends an early weeding out of 
unsuitable methods and a final choice by criteria weighting.  

3.4.1 Testing 
Since this project is dependent heavily on experiments and measurements, theories 
regarding experimental approach and measurements are necessary.  

When evaluating results from repeated measurements the measurement accuracy 

and measurement precision are important factors that must be considered. 

Measurement precision is different from measurement accuracy and according to 

Hughes and Hase (2010) measurements accuracy is defined as a measurement 

result that is within the accepted range whereas measurement precision is defined 

as the results consistency. The results of a measurement with a high precision 

should show a small variation when repeated tests are conducted. The difference 

between accuracy and precision is illustrated in Figure 6. 

Rabinovich (2017) supports this definition stating that the precision is important 

when investigating something new and when random error from measurement 

instruments must be reduced. He also claims that repeated measurements are more 

accurate than single measurements as this will reduce random errors in both the 
machine and measurand. 

 

Figure 6 Simple illustration of Good Measurement accuracy (left) and Good Precision (Right)  

Runje, Novak, & Razumić (2017) is in agreement with this, stating that repeatability 

is a good way to see the influence of the equipment’s contribution to the variation of 

the system. The authors suggest that to investigate the different parameters 

influence in the system reproducibility of the tests should be conducted. Runje 

(2017) claims that this can be done by changing parameters such as the operator, 

measuring instrument, time or the location.  
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The measurement system analysis is crucial for production quality according to 

Runje et al. (2017) when installing new equipment, comparing different measuring 
systems and when determining systematic errors, among others. 

According to Walker, Elshennawy, Gupta, & McShane-Vaughn (2012) errors in 

measurements can be divided up into three categories. 

1. Process environment 

2. Equipment limitations 

3. Operator fallibility 

In order to reduce the risk of errors occurring, these three factors must be taken into 

consideration. By ensuring a stable process environment, errors in this field can be 

reduced. The limitations of the equipment must be known before the equipment is 

used. Minimizing the operator influence in the testing process will reduce the risk 

for operator errors and thereby improve the measurement according to Walker et 

al (2012).  

The usability of a machine also effects the risk for operator errors occurring as a 

machine with bad usability can increase the risk for the operator to make mistakes. 

Usability can be divided up in two categories according to Bohgard, et al. (2010). 

These categories are usefulness and user friendliness. The usefulness of a machine 

can be described as that the functions within the machine are enough to perform the 

desired task and the user friendliness means that the machine is easy and intuitive 

to use. The latter category is the most important in this project. According to Jordan 

(2002) a bad usability can have an influence on productivity in several ways. He 

claims that a machine that is harder to use will most likely have a negative effect on 

the productivity.  

Another aspect important to consider is the usability’s effect on worker satisfaction. 

Jordan (2002) claims that machines with bad usability can lead to a higher 

absenteeism, higher staff turnover and lower motivation amongst the operators 

using the equipment. The author claims that all these consequences are likely to 

have a negative effect on the productivity. The Usability of a machine is therefore an 

important factor to consider when evaluation alternative options as the usability 

can have a great effect on the employees (Jordan, 2002). 
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4 Project approach 
In this section the planning for the project and the methodology followed is 

presented. For the project to be successful and the research questions to be 
answered a systematic approach to the project was needed.  

4.1 Project strategy  
The project cycle from Bohgard, et al. (2010) was used to structure the project. The 

method is suitable for an evaluation project as it is an iterative process where every 

step is necessary to continues forward to the next one. The method was combined 

with the evaluation process described by Ulrich & Eppinger (2012) where the 

evaluation process is divided in to two stages where bad options are eliminated 

early and good options move on to further evaluation and a final choice of option. 

This is illustrated in Figure 7. 

 

Figure 7 Evaluation process according to Ulrich and Eppinger (1995) taken from Bohgard, et al. (2010). 

The project circle was modified to suit this project accordingly. Stages seven and 

eight are excluded since there simply is not enough time available in this project for 

an eventual implementation and follow up. Stage four, idea generation, is not 

necessary since the methods to be evaluated have already been determined. 

However, this does not mean that alternative methods cannot be suggested for 
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further evaluation. The final process is illustrated in Figure 7.

 

Figure 8 Modified version of the project cycle as described by Bohgard et al. (2010) 

4.2 Project execution 
At the beginning of the project several partial goals or steps towards a result was 

determined in accordance with Lesters (2007) take on project planning. The 

purpose of this was to clearly illustrate what steps needed to be taken to answer the 

proposed research questions and to reach the goals of the project. These goals 

together with a time plan was set at the beginning of the project and were subject to 
changes as the project continues. 

1. Project planning 

o Gantt schedule 

o Risk analysis 

o Determining a theoretical framework 

2. Evaluating present situation 

o Determining faults 

3. Establishing goals and requirements 

o Determining a requirement specification 

4. Evaluate and eliminate 

o Testing using two types of materials 

o Repeated measurements 

o Elimination of methods 

5. Evaluate and choose option 

o Tests conducted on all materials 

o Different batches tested 
o Choosing most suitable option 

Project planning  

Project 
planing

Evaluate 
present 

situation

Establish goals 
and 

requirements

Evaluate 
and 

eliminate

Evaluate and 
choose option
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In the early days of the project a project plan was established made in the form of a 

Gantt schedule containing the general stages that the project will go through. This 

timeline was created to ensure that the project does not fall short when handover 

points is reached and to ensure that the result of the project does cover all research 

questions established which is important according to Bohgard et al. (2010) in 

accordance with Lester (2007).  According to Bohgard et al. (2010) deadlines, time 

available and resources available should also be included in the project planning as 

these are important factors to consider when planning the project. The Gantt 
schedule created is shown in Appendix 1. 

According to Lester (2007) it can also be of interest to do a risk analysis for each 

phase to be prepared for what can go wrong in each stage. A risk analysis was done 

but it was not divided up in the different steps but was instead kept quite general as 

little was known about the risks in the beginning of the project. Th risk analysis is 
presented in Appendix 2.  

A literature review was conducted to collect information relevant for this project. 

Theory concerning quality control, project planning and pilot studies was the main 

focus as well as theories concerning the different measuring methods that are being 
evaluated.  

The literature was gathered from Luleå University of Technology, University of 

Gävle and Seco Tools Research and development department’s library. This 

information was complemented with articles and scientific studies gathered from 

databases at Luleå university of Technology and Seco Tools internal database. 

Present state analysis 

To fully understand the current quality control process and what is expected of an 

eventual replacement an analysis of the present state was made as. According to 

Bohgard et al. (2010) determining the needs is important during a development 

process as well as establishing what the problem is with the current state and 

therefore a present state analysis must be done. Rock-Evans (1987) agrees with this, 

stating five specific tasks that the present state analysis should perform. 

1. Identifying the problems with the existing solution 

2. Identifying the effects of these problems and their seriousness 

3. Identifying the causes of these problems 

4. Identifying the advantages of the existing solution 

5. Specifying the needs for change 

The present state analysis was done by studying internal documents describing the 

process and studying the theoretical framework that the process is based upon in 
accordance with Bohgards et al. (2010) description of data gathering principles. 

The current test serves as a control for eventual defects in the material, but its main 

function is information gathering regarding the material and therefore the analysis 

was focused on what is done during the quality test and what results are obtained 

from it. The time it takes to conduct the test was also investigated but not in detail 

as it was known that the alternative tests that are meant to be evaluated are 
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significantly faster than the current test and therefore the old test does not serve as 

a fair comparison. 

Establish goals and requirements 

Following the project circle certain as well as Lester (2007) description of project 

planning, goals and requirements to work towards during the project were 

established. The requirements that the new method had to meet as well as the goal 

of the project were determined at an early stage in the project with the help of the 

supervisor at Seco Tools. The requirements were established based on the current 

state analysis and theory concerning WC and its manufacturing process. 

Establishing goals for the different stages of the project, meaning what is expected 

when completing a stage, was also determined to serve as support during the 

project.  

Evaluating and choosing an option  

This process roughly follows the evaluation theories put forward by Franchetti 

(2015) as well as Bohgard (2010) and contains two stages. One early evaluation to 

eliminate bad options and one final choice of method for further development. The 

alternatives was evaluated using an evaluation matrix described by Franchetti 

(2015). The requirements specified for this evaluation is divided into two 

categories, must and should requirements. If a method does not meet the must 

requirements it will be eliminated. The should requirements are put in an 

evaluation matrix used to determine which alternatives is the best option. The 

methods meeting these requirements the best will be subject to more tests and 

thereafter weighted again against the should requirements in an evaluation matrix 

to determine the most suitable option. 
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5 Present state analysis 
In this section the analysis of the current quality control process is presented. The 

purpose of this is to get a clear picture of how the current test works, what defects 

it checks for, what information it provides, what the information is used for and 

what is the problem with the current method. 

5.1 Performing the test 
The HcK testing is the current quality control method used to ensure the raw 

material is of correct quality. The testing is essentially a small-scale production of 

an insert using a standard recipe where materials magnetic properties in the 
sintered insert can be used to determine if the WC is of the correct quality.  

The test is started directly after delivery with four kilograms of raw material taken 

from the delivered batch. The rest of the batch is stored pending approval from the 
test. The current storage level is enough for three months of production. 

Seco Tools uses eight different WC powders of varying grain sizes for their inserts. 

The different powders will in this report be referred as P1 up to P8 where P8 has 

the largest particle size and P1 has the smallest.  

The WC used at Seco Tools is bought from one supplier within the company group, 

this ensures that the materials quality is consistent. The material is bought in in lots 

with an average size of 4 tons and before a new lot of WC can be used in the 
production a quality control test is performed.  

The process begins with Tungsten-carbide powder being mixed with other 

ingredients according to a standard recipe. The mixture, called a slurry, consists of 

WC, a press aid and milling liquid is milled to a homogeneous mixture in the milling 

process. WC powder is prone to agglomeration which can simply be described as 

smaller WC particles binding together to form larger particles as described in Figure 

2. During the milling process these agglomerates are broken up and the particles are 

milled down to smaller sizes.  

After the milling the slurry is dried in a spray dryer. The dryer sprays the slurry 

upwards from the bottom of a sealed chamber and at the top hot Nitrogen is pumped 

in. This dries the individual drops of slurry creating small granules that collects at 

the bottom of the chamber. The granules should be microscopically homogenous 

meaning that all the granules consist of the exact same ingredients and the same 

grain size distribution. 

The granules are then pressed to form a green body that is sintered according to a 

standard procedure. In this process the cobalt melts and spreads throughout the 

insert binding the WC together. During this process the porosity of the material is 

eliminated making the final shape is considerably smaller than the pressed green 

body due to the elimination of pores in the material.  

After the sintering process the insert is measured for their Hc and MM value using 

the materials ferromagnetic properties described in section 3.2. The inserts is also 
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analysed microscopically where potential abnormalities can be observed. The Hck 

test and the secondary quality control process is described schematically in Figure 
8. 

 

Figure 9 Flow chart of the quality control at present day 

5.2 Information gathered  
There are three tests conducted within the HcK test. Measurement of the sintered 

grain size, carbon content verification and microscopy analysis. 

The grain size measurement is meant to be used as a basis on which the milling time, 

required when the batch is put into production, is meant to be calculated. The 

measurement has proven unreliable and therefore the milling times are now based 
on previous knowledge about the WC types. 

The carbon content in the mixture is verified to be at the expected level and of not 

carbon could be added to the slurry. The microscopy analysis simply checks for 

visible defects in the sintered insert caused by other unexpected faults in the 

ingredients and process.  

The general purpose of the test is to gather information regarding the material and 

the materials behaviour in the production process. This information is carried 

forward in the production where adjustments are made to achieve a desirable result. 

The defects are seldom so severe that material must be discarded but the 

information is crucial to ensure that the following production process are done 

correctly.  
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5.3 Problems and consequences 
There are two main problems with the HcK test which are the excessive time the 

test requires and unreliable results regarding to the grain size measurements.  

The test takes five working days to perform which is time that the batch must remain 

in storage. This is of course less than ideal as storage of material is a waste of 

resources (Liker, 2004). Seco generally holds three months’ worth of WC in storage 

so the test has no real effect on the storage level and is not the cause for it. But if the 

storage levels are to be decreased the test poses a problem. The storage of finished 

WC mixtures are at the same level which ensures that the production is not affected 
if problems occur.  

The operations involved are described in Table 1. No detailed times for each 

operation was determined as it is known that the alternative methods are 

considerably faster to conduct and therefore the HcK does not serve as a fair 

comparison.  

 

Table 1 HcK operations 

Day 1 2 3 4 5 
Operation Milling 

preparation 
Spray 
warmup 

Pressing Sintering Control of 
values 
and 
approving 
in system 

Milling Spraying Measurement 
on green 
body 

Measuring 
sintered 
insert 

Mill 
cleaning 

Spray 
cleaning 

Hc/MM/ds 
measurement 

General 
cleaning 

Grinding 
Microscopy 

 

Because of the inability to accurately determine the required milling times they are 

now set purposely low so that there is no risk of over processing the material. Should 

this happen there is a risk that the entire batch is deemed unusable which would be 

a huge waste of both time and resources as the process is irreversible (Liker, 2004) 

(Upadhyaya, 1998).  

After the drying process the material is tested in the second quality control. It is at 

this point it is found out if the material is of the desired size and mixture. If the test 

shows that the material is of the desired standard the remaining material can be put 

into production. If the WC grains turns out to be too big or the amount of carbon is 

wrong, it must be milled again to get it to the correct specifications. This rework is a 

waste and should be avoided according to Liker (2004)  

The storage level of material ready for production is roughly the same size as the 

raw material storage. These large stores ensure that failed tests and redoing work 

does not affect the rest of the production. 
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6 Requirement specification 
The requirements on which the new method will be evaluated are split in two 

categories, must requirements and should requirements. If a must requirement is 

not met by the testing methods it will be deemed unsuitable as a new quality control. 

The should requirements are used in an evaluation matrix to be used as a 

foundation for choosing the most suitable option. The production at Seco tools is 

today not running at full capacity however the methods will be evaluated with the 
full capacity in mind to not introduce a bottleneck in production. 

The alternative methods evaluated as potential quality control methods are not as 

extensive as the HcK test. Implementing either of these tests will involve a big 

change in both the information gathered and the nature of the quality control tests. 

The new method needs to function as a verification test as well as an information 

gathering test. This means that for a method to be viable it must be able to 

distinguish between all the different types of WC used at Seco Tools with a high 

degree of certainty.  

There are several requirements that a new quality control should meet to a certain 

degree. These are however not paramount to the eventual implementation of a new 

test and will therefore serve in an evaluation matrix seen in Table 2, used to 

determine which option is the best. These requirements were chosen as they were 

considered desirable traits for a new quality control station.  

Table 2 Requirement specification 

Requirements 

Precision (5) 

Human error sensitivity (4) 

Ease of use (3) 

Testing time demanded (2) 

Operator time demanded (2) 

 

Precision 

The precision is considered the most important requirement with the exception of 

the must requirement. According to Hughes & Hase (2010) precision can be 

considered consistency in the measurement results and this is necessary if a 

correlation is to be built between the required milling time in the production and 

the measured size value of the WC. This consistency is one of the problems with the 

current HcK test as described in Section 5.3. As the precision is so important it is 
given a weight of 5 which is the highest possible. 

Human error sensitivity 

Some methods demand a lot of operator involvement to measure the material. Thing 

such as weighing of materials, sample preparation and measurement execution are 

critical for some methods which increases the risk of operator errors according to 

Walker et al. (2012). If one of the alternative methods are to be implemented in the 

production, it is important that the operator has as little influence over the results 

as possible as it is likely that more than one operator will perform the 
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measurements. Variations introduced because of the change of operator will make 

it harder to establish a correlation between the measured value and the required 

milling time (Walker et al, 2012) (Upadhyaya, 1998). The sensitivity for operator 

error is an important requirement and is therefore weighted at four as the precision 
still is more important. 

Ease of use 

The ease of use is important for several reasons. A method that is easier to use will 

reduce the chance for operator errors occurring and make it easier to train new 

employees according to Bohgard et al. (2010). Furthermore, a machine with high 

usability is desired in general in the production as bad usability can have a negative 

effect on productivity and job satisfaction amongst the operators (Jordan, 2002). 

The ease of use is not considered as important as the chance for operator error 

requirement but is still worth considering and is therefore weighted at three.   

Testing time demanded 

The testing time is the total time it takes for the method to measure the material. 

This includes everything from sample preparation to interpretation of the results. If 

a new quality control method is introduced to the production line it must be able to 

work at a reasonable pace so that it does not create a bottleneck. Since all the 

evaluated testing methods are significantly quicker than the current method there 

will be an improvement no matter what method is chosen, and the results of the 

tests are considered most important, this requirement is weighted at two. 

Operator time demanded 

The different methods do not always require an operator’s presence, leaving them 

free to do other tasks. It is therefore important to map how much of the total testing 

time is operator dependent. This requirement is not considered as important as the 

actual results produced and is therefore weighted at two. 
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7 Testing 
In this section, the testing process for the different analysis methods is described. 

The purpose of this section is to create a strategy for the tests so that the results can 
be used further in the evaluation process. 

7.1 Experimental planning 
To ensure that the tests conducted with the different testing methods were usable 

as a base for evaluation, a testing plan was formatted. According to Miller and Miller 

(2005) there are three general stages one has to go through when performing an 

experiment. 

1. Identifying the factors which may affect the results of an experiment. 

2. Designing the experiment so that the effects of uncontrolled factors are 

minimized. 

3. Using statistical analysis to separate and evaluate the effects of the various 

factors involved. 

There are several factors that can influence the outcome of a test when using the 

different testing methods so to be able to compare the measurement results from 

the different samples there will be no parameter changes. This means that every 

test, no matter what type of WC is used, will be conducted in the same way using the 

same settings and preparation methods. The only varying factor will thereby be the 

sample thus making it easy to determine if the testing method can distinguish 

between all the different types of WC. This is also a good way to determine the 

precision of the measurement (Miller & Miller, 2005). The parameters used for each 

machine are based on parameters used in previous studies or established 

international standards.  

In accordance with Rabinovich (2017) the measurement precision is tested by 

repeated measurement of the same sample conducted using the same testing 

parameters. This means that any variance in the results will be created by the testing 

method and no other factors. This cannot be done with the Laser diffraction and the 

Fisher Sub-Sieve Sizer as the former discards the sample when the measurements 

are done and the later compacts the sample thus increasing the chance of 

agglomeration thereby making repeated tests inviable since the agglomeration of 

the WC will affect the measurement. Repeated tests of the same sample will 

therefore not be performed using these methods. Reproduced tests using material 

from the same batch will however be done to get an indication of the measuring 
methods precision. 

To make sure that the testing method can distinguish between all the different types 

of WC each testing method will performed multiple measurements of every type of 

WC and with those results a normal distribution curve can be made. This makes it 

easy to determine if the testing method is able to distinguish between different types 
WC. 
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The testing will begin with measurements of the two largest WC types, P8 and P7, 

so that data is available for an early evaluation and eliminations of unwanted 
methods can be made. 

Testing will thereafter be performed on all the different types of WC using 

randomized testing. According to Miller and Miller (2005) uncontrollable factors 

such as air pressure, temperature and deterioration of the machine used can 

produce a trend in the results of the testing. This is something that should be avoided 

as it can lead to systematic errors in the results. To avoid this the testing should be 

randomized according to Miller and Miller (2005). This means that measurement of 

the same material should not directly follow each other. For this project the order 

of measurements was set as described in Table 3. This order was determined using 

a random sequence generator and will be repeated until a significant amount of data 

is gathered. 

Table 3 Testing order 

Testing order WC  

1 P1 
2 P7 
3 P4 
4 P2 
5 P6 
6 P8 
7 P3 
8 P5 

  

For the measurements to be considered valid they must be statistically viable and it 

is common knowledge that more tests makes the measurements more statistically 

viable. Performing enough measurement to accurately represent an entire batch of 

material is not possible as a batch consists of four tonnes of WC while the analysis 

methods evaluated only between 1-15 grams during each measurement. Due to the 

extensive testing needed with eight powders and four testing methods the amount 

of measurements was therefore decided based on how many measurement there 

was time for. It was decided that the testing cycle will be repeated 9 times for each 

powder and if there is time additional measurements was to be made.  

This will be done using one batch for each type of WC and to ensure that the batches 

tested are not outliers in terms of size and to investigate how much variation there 

is between batches. Measurements will be conducted on two additional batches for 

each type of WC although these measurement will not be repeated as many times as 
the initial batches tested due to time limitations. 

To determine that a measurement method can verify that the measured WC is of the 

expected type normal distribution curves will be made to easily illustrate if the WC 

overlap. If the normal distributions show a small overlap the in expected sizes 

between the different WC types the confidence interval of the measurements will be 
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calculated. This to more accurately determine if there is a possibility to differentiate 

between the WC types. 

A typical tool used to calculate the confidence interval is the standard error mean 

(Miller & Miller, 2005). This equation combined with an adjustment for the standard 

deviation based on the numbers of samples taken is showed in Equation 7.  

𝑥 ± 𝑡𝑛−1𝑠/√𝑛     (7) 

X is the average measured value, n is the number of samples, t-value for n-1 and s is 
the standard deviation based of the samples taken. 

This is an issue for all types of quality tests where only a small amount of sample can 

be taken from a large population and is relevant for all four of the evaluated methods 

as they are only able to test from one to fifteen grams out of the four ton batches of 
WC.  

7.2 Deagglomeration 
Breaking the agglomerated particles is necessary to get an accurate measurement 

for three of the measurement methods. The cavities in the agglomerates will affect 

the BET method since it utilizes gas adsorption to measure the material. If the WC is 

agglomerated the gas will not reach every surface in the sample and thereby 

affecting the results (Lassner & Schubert, 1999). The Fisher SSS measurement 

method is based on the porosity of the sample which is something that changes if 

the particles are agglomerated forming bigger lumps of material. The porosity will 

then increase and so will the measured value. 

The laser diffractometer can’t see the single particles in the larger agglomerates and 

will therefore assume that the agglomerated particles is one large particle and 

thereby affecting the measurement.  

Determining the milling time required for breaking up the agglomerates to primary 

particles in the different powders is done by milling the material in small laboratory 

mills. At certain time intervals the size of the powder was measured to determine 

when the material was deagglomerated. This was done with every type of WC as 
they are of different sizes. 

The measurements were done using a Fisher SSS since it is a fast measurement 

method and it is currently the standard for measuring particle size in metal powders 

according to ASTM 330. The two P8 and P6 were used for the tests and the milling 

time intervals were set at 1, 2, 4 and 10 hours. These times were chosen based on 

previous studies concerning milling times of different WC powders (Johansson, 

Persson, & Laarz, 2013). 
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8 Test results and evaluation 
In this section the results from the testing stage is presented along with the 

evaluation of the methods. The purpose of this section is to establish which methods 

meets the predetermined requirements in the best way based on the testing process 

and the measurement results. This evaluation is meant to serve as a base for the 
discussion and recommendation of the best suited method. 

8.1 Deagglomeration 
The testing shows a rapid decrease in particle size during the first four hours if 

milling indicating deagglomeration as shown in Figure 9. The size continues to 

decrease from four hours to ten but at significantly slower rate and therefore at this 

point the material is assumed to be deagglomerated. Milling time for four hours was 

used for all measurements and all materials used in the study. 

 

Figure 10 Size decrease for powders P8 and P6 at different time intervals 

 

8.2 Initial results 
The initial measurements carried out on Powders P8 and P7 was used to evaluate 

the methods against the requirement specification. This was done in an effort to 
eliminate options at an early stage and not waste time on further tests. 

8.2.1 Laser diffraction 
The tests were conducted using a Malvern 2000 laser diffractometer with a 

Malvern 2000s measuring cell. 

  

Figure 11 Malvern 2000 Laser diffractometer (Malvern Panalytical, 2018) 
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This is a wet measuring cell, meaning that the sample powder was suspended in a 

liquid and pumped through the cell. The wet measuring cell was chosen over the 
dry as there is no dry measuring cell available at Seco Tools. 

Sample preparation   

When measuring with a laser diffractometer sample dispersion is paramount 

according to German (1997). If the sample is not well dispersed, the particles will be 

drawn together when allowed to float freely. This will lead the diffractometer to 

believe that they are larger particles rather than multiple small ones. Therefore, 

when using a wet measuring cell, the powder is suspended in a fluid and surfactant 

which reduces the flocculation. The sample powder will still flocculate or simply fall 

to the bottom of the sample tube if it is left to rest. To prevent this, the sample is 

placed on a rolling Table when tests are not conducted. During testing, the sample 

is in an ultrasound which agitates the sample, keeping it from flocculating.  

The sample powder was milled in laboratory mills for four hours to break the 

agglomerates. One gram of powder is placed in a sample tube and mixed with 40ml 

of a suspension liquid. The liquid consists of 1wt% surfactant dissolved in de-

ionized water. The solution keeps the powder particles from flocculating during the 

testing.  

After mixing, the sample is agitated with ultrasound for 30 seconds and thereafter, 

the tube was placed on a rotating Table where it remained for 18 hours. This ensures 

that the surfactant is distributed evenly in the sample.    

Testing  

Testing starts with placing the sample tube in the ultrasound where it is agitated for 

30 seconds. Thereafter the sample rests for 20 seconds and then agitated for 10 
seconds and this cycle continues for the duration of the testing.  

For the testing about 3ml of sample is taken from the tube after 8 seconds of 

agitation and is swiftly be put in the measuring cell. The sample is then pumped 

through the measuring cell and three measurements are taken with 40 second 

intervals. The measuring cell has a built in ultrasound to keep the sample from 

flocculating. When the measurements are done the machine starts a cleaning 

procedure where the sample is removed. The machine is then drained and manually 

refilled with de-ionized water in preparation for the next measurement. 

The results of the measurements are presented as a size distribution graph as well 

as several values depicting the size at different points in Malvern software. 

Time 

The time it takes to conduct three measurements repeated on a single sample of P8 

are as listed in Table 4. The time for collecting the sample powder from the weighing 

station in the production is not considered since the time will be the same for all 
methods evaluated. 
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Table 4 operating times for Laser diffraction analysis 

Operation Time (hh:mm) Operator required (yes/no) 

Weighing for milling 00:04 Yes 
Mill preparation 00:03 Yes 
Milling 04:00 No 
Collecting milled powder 00:10 Yes 
Mixing sample 00:03 Yes 
Sample on rolling Table 18:00 No 
Measurements 00:15 Yes 
Cleaning time  00:02 No 

Total: 22:37 Operator time: 00:35 
 

One measurement takes 5 minutes from start to finish and three measurements are 

made in a row using the same sample tube. It is not recommended to keep the 

sample tube in the ultrasound pulser for more than 20 minutes at a time due to the 

heat that is created in the sample tube. The sample dripped in the machine is 

discarded after the measurements are taken but the remaining sample still in the 

tube can be reused if placed back on the rolling Table after the measurements are 
done. 

The ultrasound equipment needs to be cleaned when changing sample tubes to 

avoid contamination between samples. The pipettes are only used for one sample 
tube and are thereafter discarded. 

Measurement results 

The two WC types P8 and P7 were measured using Laser diffraction analysed in the 

initial testing phase. The measurements were repeated twelve times for P8 and eight 

times for P7 to determine the repeatability and precision of the method. The reason 

for only measuring P7 eight times is that the sample tube was contaminated and 

therefore could not be used for further measurements.  

The valid measurements for the two samples are presented in Table 5 and Table 7. 

The rest of the measurements were discarded due to bubbles forming in the 

measuring cell ruining the measurement.  

 

Table 5 Laser diffraction measurements of P8 

Measurement P8 d(0,1) µm d(0,5) µm d(0,9) µm 

1 1.406 4.283 10.094 

2 0.782 3.315 7.855 

3 0.794 3.566 7.773 

4 1.160 3.195 7.198 

5 0.602 3.197 7.553 

6 1.014 2.814 6.552 

Average particle size (µm) 0.9597 3.395 7.8375 

Deviation 24,348% 10,398% 9,671% 
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From twelve measurements six were found to be acceptable. The size distribution 

curves of the six acceptable taken from the analysis software are presented together 
in Figure 12.   

 

Figure 12 Size distribution of six P8 measurements 

 

Four out of eight measurements of P7 were deemed acceptable and the values 

produced are listed in Table 6. 

 

Table 6 Laser diffraction measurements of P7 

Measurement P7 d(0,1) (µm) d(0,5) (µm) d(0,9) (µm) 

1 0.658 2.647 6.378 

2 0.976 2.644 5.793 

3 0.637 3.007 6.818 

4 1.034 2.747 6.121 

Average particle size (µm) 0.826 2.761 6.278 

Deviation 21,634% 4,450% 5,110% 

 

The size distribution curves from these measurements are presented together in 
Figure 13. 

 

Figure 13 Size distribution of four P7 measurements 

Normal distributions of the average d(0,5) values seen in Figure 14 were made to 

determine if the measurements were able to see the difference between the two 
powders thereby meeting the must requirement. 
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Figure 14 Normal distribution Laser diffraction initial tests 

8.2.2 X-ray diffraction 
The measurements were conducted using a Bruker D8 XRD currently in use at Seco 
Tools R&D department. 

 

Figure 15 Bruker D8 X-ray diffractometer (American Pharmacutical Rewiev, 2018) 

Sample preparation  

The X-ray diffraction method does not require the sample material to be 

deagglomerated before testing which means that the WC powder can be tested as 

delivered.  

The calculations used to determine the grainsize is not based on the weight or 

volume of the sample powder which means that no weighing of the sample is 

necessary. The sample is simply placed on a small disc made for the XRD sample 

tray. The powder is slightly compacted so that it stays in place on the plate and the 

edges on the plate is cleaned so that no powder is transferred to the machine as 
displayed in Figure 15. 
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Figure 16 X-ray diffractometer sample disc 

Testing 

The measuring process is completely automatic and demands little operator time. 

The operator must simply place the disc in the sample tray in the machine, name the 

sample and choose a parameter file in the Bruker program and the process is 

thereafter started. The sample tray can hold nine discs and can change discs 

automatically which means that nine measurements can be conducted without an 
operator’s presence 

The diffractometer fires x-rays at a known wavelength on the sample, the sample 

diffract the rays and they are thereafter picked up by a detector who measures the 

intensity of the x-rays. This is repeated at different angles ranging from 170 to 20 
degrees to ensure a complete measurement of the crystalline size. 

Time 

The required time to conduct one measurement using the X-Ray diffraction is as 

presented in Table 7. 

Table 7 Operating times for X-Ray diffraction analysis 

Operation Time (hh:mm) Operator required (yes/no) 

Sample preparation 00:08 Yes 
Loading sample 00:02 Yes 
Starting measurement 00:05 Yes 
Measurement 09:00 No 
Collecting sample 00:02 Yes 
Cleaning sample tray 00:10 Yes 
Analysing results 00:15 Yes 

Total: 09:42 Operator time: 00:42 
 

The XRD is capable of is capable of performing nine measurements without operator 

involvement as it can be loaded with nine samples and switch samples 

automatically. This reduces the setup time required and also means that the lead 

time can be brought down to nine hours and four minutes as a test must be paused 

when adding or removing a sample disc. 

Measurement results 

The XRD measurements were unsuccessful due to the fact that the analysing 

software was unable to determine the size of the material. The results were instead 
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limited to the diffractograms of the different measurements. A diffractogram of two 

measurements on the P7 WC type are presented in Figure 16. 

 

Figure 17 X-ray diffractogram from two measurement on WC type P7 

 

8.2.3 Fisher Sub-Sieve Sizer 
The Fisher SSS machine used at Seco Tools seen in Figure 17 is quite old and uses a 

manometer indicator coupled with a size chart to determine the average particle 

size of the measured WC.  

 

Figure 18 Fisher SSS machine used at Seco Tools 

The tests are conducted according to ASTM B330 (2015) standard for Fisher Sub-

sieve sizer measurements and test were performed on both deagglomerated and 

agglomerated WC. 

Calibration 
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The machine must be calibrated before being used. There are two calibrations 

needed to set up the machine fore use. Both are simple adjustments of the water 

level in the indicator tube done manually by the operator using a calibration sample 

with a known porosity and resistance. 

The calibration must be done at least once every day but can be required more often. 

It is easy to see if the machine needs to be calibrated by simply letting the machine 

run for a couple of minutes without a sample and check if the water level in the 
indicator tube is at the desired level or by using the calibration tube. 

Sample preparation  

The sample powder is lab milled for four hours to break up the agglomerated 

particles for the machine to give an accurate reading. The milled powder is then 

weighed to 15.65g and placed in a sample tube between two plugs of known 

porosity. The two plugs are covered with paper filters to stop the powder from 

clogging the plugs and to ensure a tight fit in the tube as any leaks will affect the 
airflow and thereby the results.  

Testing 

When the sample is placed in the testing tube it is pressed together with a force of 

222N. The pressing is done with the indicator tool mounted on the machine. When 

pressed, the chart is moved so that the arrow on the indicator tool is pointing on a 

reference line in the chart. When the arrow is on the line the sample tube is removed 

and the indicator tool is brought down to the x-axis where a porosity value can be 

determined. The chart position cannot be altered after this as it is used when 

measuring the particle size.  

After the porosity measurement, the sample tube is moved to another position on 

the machine where the particle size can be measured. The tube is locked in place and 

the stream of air is slowly pumped through the sample. The water level in the 

indicator tube will slowly rise and the indicator tool is brought up to the water level 

and the arrow position on the chart will determine the particle size as seen in Figure 
18.  
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Figure 19 Determining measured average particle size with Fisher SSS 

After the measurement, the sample tube is given a quick cleaning and the paper 
filters replaced. The powder is discarded as it will not be used in further tests. 

Time 

The times for the different operations required to conduct a measurement using the 
Fisher SSS analysis method are listed in Table 8. 

 

Table 8 Operating times for Fisher sub-sieve sizer analysis 

Operation Time (hh:mm:ss) Operator required (yes/no) 

Weighing for milling 00:04 Yes 
Mill preparation 00:03 Yes 
Milling 04:00 No 
Collecting milled 
powder 

00:10 Yes 

Calibrating machine 00:10 Yes 
Preparing sample 00:03 Yes 
Measurements 00:05 Yes 
Cleaning sample tube 00:01 Yes 

Total: 04:36 Operator time: 00:36 
 

Measurement results 

The two powders P8 and P7 were measured nine times in order to determine the 

precision of the measurement and to see if the measurements showed a clear 

difference between the powders. The results are displayed as a normal distributions 

in Figure 19 to determine of the method meets the must requirement 
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Figure 20 Normal distribution Fisher SSS initial tests 

Table 9 shows the average measured particle size as well as the average deviation 

between measurements that is an indication of the measurement precision. 

Table 9 Average results Fisher SSS initial tests 

WC Type Average Particle size (µm) Deviation 

P8 2,821 1,52% 

P7 2,584 1,47% 

 

8.2.4 Brunauer Emmett Teller 
The BET measurements were conducted using a Micromeritics ASAP 2020 analysis 

machine as seen in Figure 20. 

 

Figure 21 Micromeritics ASAP 2020 analyser (ASAP 2020, 2018) 

The BET testing just like the laser diffraction, needs deagglomerated powder to 

perform an accurate measurement. This is due to potentially closed cavities in the 

agglomerates that will remain unmeasured if the agglomerate is not broken up. The 
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measurements were conducted on two types of raw material of larger sizes and the 

purpose was to investigate the precision of the machine and to see if the machine 
shows a clear difference between the powders.   

Sample preparation  

First, the sample tube must be weighed and noted. It is important that the tube is 

dry during this step, since the weight is used when determining the weight of the 

sample. The sample material is added and the tube is then placed in the machine for 

the drying process. The drying is crucial as any moisture in the sample will affect the 
results of the measurement.  

During the drying process the sample is heated to 200ºC under vacuum. After this 

the sample is cooled and the pressure is increased to atmosphere. The sample 

cannot be removed from the machine until the testing can begin, removing the 

sample tube will increase the risk of introducing moisture or other contamination 

to the sample.  

Testing 

The testing begins with removing the sample tube from the drying position and 

sealing the tube to avoid contaminating the sample. The sample is weighed before 

being mounted in the testing position on the machine. The samples dry weight is 
entered in the machine software and the testing can begin.  

The measuring procedure is automatic and demands no operator involvement. The 

machine takes five measurements at different pressures and calculates the 

adsorption at every point.  The time it takes can vary slightly but usually takes 

around two and a half hours.  

Time 

The machine uses nitrogen and helium in its testing process which are supplied 

through gas lines from tubes outside the building. The liquid nitrogen used to cool 

the sample must be manually transported from a reservoir outside the facility. This 

routine will however change if this method were to be implemented in the 

production. Therefore, this time will not be counted. The rest of the times required 
to conduct a BET analysis is listed in Table 5. 
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Table 10 Operating times for BET analysis 

Operation Time (hh:mm:ss) Operator required (yes/no) 

Weighing for milling 00:04 Yes 
Mill preparation 00:03 Yes 
Milling 04:00 No 
Collecting milled 
powder 

00:10 Yes 

Weighing sample 
tube/adding sample  

00:05 Yes 

Sample drying 00:30 No 
Weighing sample 00:05 Yes 
Measuring 02:30* No 
Cleaning sample tube 00:03 Yes 

Total: 07:27 Operator time: 00:30 
* The time it takes can vary if the machine fails its leak test but usually takes around 
two and a half hours. 

Measurement results 

Six BET measurements were made on each WC type and normal distributions shown 

in Figure 21 were created to determine if the measurement meets the must 
requirement. 

 

Figure 22 Normaldistribution BET initial tests 

Table 11 shows the average surface area measured as well as the average deviation 

between measurements giving an indication of the measurements precision. 

Table 11 Average results initial BET tests 

WC Type BET surface area (m²/g) Average deviation 

P8 0,445 2,23% 

P7 0,405 2,73% 
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8.3 Initial evaluation 
Presented in this section is the evaluation of the four alternative methods based on 

the initial tests of two types of WC. The four methods are evaluated against the 

requirement specification in order to eliminate methods shown not to be suitable 

options as a new quality test thereby saving time. 

8.3.1 Laser diffraction 
In this section the Laser diffraction is weighted against the requirement matrix 

based on the initial tests conducted. 

Requirement evaluation 

The Laser diffraction method was weighted against the requirement matrix 

according to Table 12. 

Table 12 Requirement matrix after initial testing Laser diffraction 

Requirements Score 

Precision (5)  1 

Human error sensitivity (4)  2 

Ease of use (3)  3 

Testing time demanded (2)  1 

Operator time demanded 
(2) 

 6 

Total 36 

 

Measurement precision 

The precision of the laser diffraction measurements is well below the expected level. 

The results of the acceptable measurements displayed in Table 5 and 6 showed big 

variation that exceeds the maximum values of the ISO-13320 (2009) standard.  

Even though there is a difference in average size between the two powders the high 

variance and standard deviation makes it to close to see a clear difference. This 

means that it is not possible to confidently identify what type of WC is tested based 

on the results. This renders the test unusable as a testing method for validating that 
the WC delivered is of the correct type.  

The score for the Laser diffractions precision is the lowest possible as it displayed 

the worst precision out of all the testing methods.  

Human error sensitive 

There is a high level of operator involvement when using this machine which 

increases the chances of an operator influencing the results. Manual processes as 

the sample preparation, the placing of the sample in the ultrasound agitator and 

when taking a sample from the sample tube and dripping it in the machine all 
increase the chances of variances being introduced by the operator. 

To minimize the operator influence a standard previously established at Seco was 

followed. The standard helped reduce the chance of operator errors occurring as 
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expected  (Liker, 2004). The standard however does not help when the process 

demands high continuity and perfect timing down to seconds. This is the case for the 

sample collection from the agitation and when depositing the sample in the 

measuring cell.  

When the sample is in the ultrasound agitator cycle it will start to flocculate as soon 

as the ultrasound is turned off and if the sample is taken from the sample tube at a 

different time in the agitation cycle than the previous measurement it is possible 

that the results could be affected. Where in the sample tube the sample is taken 

could also affect the results as it is not certain that the sample is homogenously 
distributed in the sample tube.  

The time between taking the sample from the sample tube and depositing it in the 

measuring cell should be done as fast as possible but the time it takes can differ 

between measurements as it is a matter of seconds, this could affect the 

measurement results as during this time the sample is not agitated and can therefore 

segregate. 

The chance for operator influence of the results is very high and since the risk of this 

happening is hard to resolve with a method standard the score for this category is 

the lowest possible. 

Ease of use 

The machines basics is quite simple to understand and does not require a long 

learning period. The standard used minimized the learning period and served as a 

good support when conducting the tests as expected. There is however a lot of 

operations that the operator must learn and the testing involves a lot of manual 
steps. For these reasons the ease of use score is low. 

Time demanded   

The measurements can be conducted quite quickly but the sample preparation is 

very time consuming. Milling of the material and the time spent on the rolling Table 

is 22 hours which is time that the rest of the batch must be stored awaiting the 

results. This time is significantly higher than the rest of the measuring methods and 

therefore the score for this category is the lowest possible. 

Operator time demanded  

The total time demanded is mostly unmanned but the measuring itself demands an 

operator presence throughout the entire process. The total 35 minutes it takes to 

conduct 3 measurements is comparable to the other methods in this study resulting 
in a good score. 

8.3.2 X-ray diffraction analysis 
In this section the XRD is weighted against the requirement matrix based on the 
initial tests conducted. 

Requirement evaluation 

The XRD is weighted against the requirement matrix according to Table 13. 
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Table 13 Requirement matrix after initial testing X-Ray diffraction 

Requirements Score 

Precision (5)  n/a 

Human error sensitivity (4)  8 

Ease of use (3)  7 

Testing time demanded (2)  5 

Operator time demanded 
(2) 

 2 

Total 85 

 

Measurement precision 

Due to the analysis programs inability to produce a measurement the precision 

cannot be accurately evaluated. The measurements needs to be compared to a 

standard sample which was an unknown problem for Seco. No sample could be 

sourced in time and therefore no proper measurement results could be extracted. 

The comparison of the diffractograms gives an indication of the precision but this is 

not enough to properly evaluate it and therefore no score is set in this category. 

Human error sensitivity 

The machine is completely atomized and involves very little operator involvement. 

The operator tasks are simply to put the sample in the sample disc, placing the disc 

in the sample holder and starting the machine. These are three simple tasks where 

the operator can make few faults and none of them creates severe consequences. 

The machine does not require the WC to be deagglomerated thereby eliminating an 

operation where operator errors can occur.  

The human error sensitivity score is set to the highest possible level as there are few 
manual operations and none of them are sensitive for operator errors. 

Ease of use 

Conducting measurements with the XRD is very simple as the machines software is 

simple and intuitive and the rest of the tasks demanded of the operator are very easy 

to perform. The result analysis software is however a bit more complicated and 

requires some training to understand. The overall score for ease of use is therefore 
high but not perfect. 

Testing time demanded 

The testing time demanded is not ideal as one measurement takes close to ten hours 

which is significantly more than the Fisher SSS and BET measurements and at the 

same time significantly less than the Laser diffraction measurements. The score 
reflects this with a higher score than the Laser diffraction. 

Operator time demanded 

The time demanded from the operator comes in at just over 40 minutes which is the 

longest time out of the four methods evaluated but not by a large margin and 

therefore the score for this category is on the lower end of the scale but not on the 
bottom. 
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8.3.3 Fisher Sub-Sieve Sizer 
In this section the Fisher SSS is weighted against the requirement matrix based on 
the initial tests conducted. 

Requirement evaluation 

The Fisher Sub-Sieve Sizer is weighted against the requirements according to Table 
14 

Table 14 Requirement matrix after initial testing Fisher SSS 

Requirements Score 

Precision (5)  8 

Human error sensitivity (4)  4 

Ease of use (3)  10 

Testing time demanded (2)  10 

Operator time demanded 
(2) 

 6 

Total 118 

 

Measurement Precision 

The measurements on the P8 and P7 WC types showed better precision that the 

other methods and it was within the range specified in the ASTM B330 (2015) 

standard. The measurements also showed that there was a clear difference in size 

of the material as shown in Figure 19. The score for measurement precision is 
therefore very high. 

Human error sensitivity 

There is not much that can be done wrong during the testing due to the fact that the 

machine is simple. However, since the machine is not able to process its own results 

this must be done by the operator. Relying on the operator to determine the 

measurement results increases the risk of operator errors significantly. It is 

preferable that the same operator that calibrates the machine also conducts the 

tests. This is specified in the ASTM B330 (2015) standard followed as during the 

calibration the water levels relation to the indicator arrow is determined and if this 

is not done the same way in the actual tests the results can be affected. The score for 

human error sensitivity is set low as the operator has a significant influence over 
the results of the measurements. 

Ease of use 

The simplicity of this method means that an operator can start working with the 

machine with just 20 minutes of training. By simply following ASTM B330 standard 

continuity can be established quickly and the ease of use score is therefore perfect.  

Testing time demanded 

The time it takes to conduct the test is by far the shortest out of the four methods 

evaluated. Being able to conduct a test in under five hours is a great improvement 

on the current testing process and the score is therefore set to the maximum level. 

Operator time demanded 
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The operator time demanded to conduct a test is similar to the Laser diffraction at 

36 minutes which is good but still a bit more than the time required for the BET 
measurements. The score is therefore set to the middle of the scale. 

8.3.4 Brunauer-Emmett-Teller analysis   
In this section the BET is weighted against the requirement matrix based on the 

initial tests conducted. 

Requirement evaluation 

The Brunauer Emmett Teller is weighted against the requirement matrix according 

to Table 15. 

Table 15 Requirement matrix after initial testing BET 

Requirements Score 

Precision (5)  6 

Human error sensitivity (4)  7 

Ease of use (3)  7 

Testing time demanded (2)  7 

Operator time demanded 
(2) 

 7 

Total 107 

 

Measurement precision 

The precision of the BET measurements were quite good as the variance shows in 

Table 11. The resulting normal distributions showed that there was a difference in 

surface area between the WC types as seen in Figure 21. The precision score was set 
lower than the Fisher SSS but still at a good level. 

Human error sensitivity 

The operator is involved in several steps in the testing process which increases the 

chance of operator error errors occurring according to Walker et al. (2012). The 

operator tasks consists of weighing and transporting the sample as well as entering 

the weight in the machines software and starting the operation. The cleaning and 

drying of the sample tubes used is important as the accurate weight of the tube is 

necessary when determining the weight of the sample. Any moisture in the tube can 

affect the weight and thereby the results of the following measurement. However, 

these tasks are deemed to be simple and avoidable thereby reducing the risk for this 

happening and therefore the BET scores well in this category. 

Ease of use 

The BET machine is easy to use and does not require a long learning period. If a 

standard is established for the machine and a parameter file is created there is not 

much to learn. The operator must simply weigh the sample and enter the values in 

the machine and can thereafter start the measurement. The score for this category 
is therefore high. 

Testing time demanded 
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The time required can differ between measurements and has during these 

measurements varied between two and four hours not including the 

deagglomeration time. This variation in testing time is not ideal as it is easier to plan 

the work when the time is kept constant. The total time required is still better than 

both the Laser diffraction and the XRD although not nearly as good as the Fisher SSS 

and the score reflects that. 

Operator time demanded 

The time demanded from the operator is the best out of the four methods at 30 

minutes in total spread out during the entire test. This is not much faster than the 

Fisher SSS and Laser diffraction measurements but there is still a difference and the 
score for this category is therefore slightly higher.  

8.4 Elimination of methods 
It is clear that the Laser diffraction is not worth investigating further as it scored low 

in almost every category as reflected by the evaluation score of 32 as seen in Table 

12. This was considerably lower than the other methods including the XRD that 

scored 65 as seen in Table 13 without even producing any measurement results. The 

XRD was eliminated from further evaluation as is not worth to keep investigating as 

no results can be evaluated. 

Both the Fisher SSS and the BET analysis were able to tell the difference between 

the two WC types and performed quite well when considering the other 

requirements scoring 118 and 99 respectively as seen in Table 14 and 15. These two 

methods were therefore chosen for further evaluation.  

8.5 Results of further testing 
The Fisher SSS and Brunauer Emmett Teller analysis were subjected to further 

testing in order to investigate their suitability as quality control methods. In this 

section the results of these tests are presented. 

8.5.1 Fisher Sub-Sieve Sizer 
The human error sensitivity was investigated further by use of a Hierarchical Task 

Analysis (HTA) as described in Bohgard et al. (2010). This was done in an effort to 
map how the operator can influence the measurements. 
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Figure 23 HTA Fisher Sub-Sieve Sizer measurements 

 

The Fisher SSS was used to measure on both deagglomerated and agglomerated WC 

as the testing method is suitable for both.  

Results for measurements on deagglomerated WC 

Nine measurements were made with each type of WC to estimate the precision of 

the measurements. An average deviation between the measurement results and 
average particle size was determined as presented in Table 16.  

Table 16 Deagglomerated Fisher SSS measurements 

WC Average Particle size (µm) Deviation 

P8 2,82 1,52% 

P7 2,58 1,47% 

P6          2,54 1,26% 

P5 2,32 0,86% 

P4 1,71 0,82% 

P3 0,86 1,28% 

P2 0,78 1,28% 

P1 0,61 1,14% 

 

To determine the average size difference between batches, measurements on three 

different batches for each type of WC were conducted and the average size for each 

was determined. The deviation between them and the average size is displayed in 

Table 17. Only one batch of WC type P1 was available and was therefore excluded 

from these tests. 
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Table 17 Fisher SSS measurements on different batches 

WC  Batch1 Batch 2 Batch 3 Deviation 

P8 2,82 2,90 2,87 1,05% 

P7 2,58 2,89 2,86 4,68% 

P6 2,54 2,41 2,24 4,17% 

P5 2,32 2,26 1,91 7,86% 

P4 1,71 1,70 1,64 1,72% 

P3 0,86 0,89 0,78 4,98% 

P2 0,78 0,65 0,64 8,70% 

 

To determine if the Fisher SSS meets the must requirement normal distributions 

were made based on measurements of three batches for each type of WC. The curves 

plotted are displayed in Figure 23.  

 

Figure 24 Normal distributions for measurements on three batches per WC type 

Testing with two separate operators on the same samples was done to investigate 

operators influence on the results. Five measurements of separate P6 WC samples 

were made with each operator determining the results separately. The 

measurement results of these tests are given in Table 18.  

Table 18 Fisher SSS measurements with two operators 

Sample Operator 1 Operator 2 Differance 

1 2,5 2,51 0,39% 

2 2,59 2,55 1,54% 

3 2,6 2,57 1,57% 

4 2,59 2,57 0,77% 

5 2,65 2,61 1,5% 

Average 2,59 2,56 1,15% 
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Results for measurements on agglomerated WC 

The manufacturer of the WC provides Fisher SSS measurements for each type of WC 

and repeated tests were conducted to compare the measurements produced at Seco 
with the provided values. The results of this comparison is presented in Table 19. 

Table 19 Measured average particle size and provided average particle size 

WC Average particle 
size measured (µm) 

Average particle 
size provided (µm) 

P8 9,38 9,4 

P7 10,08 10,3 

P6 7,23 7,2 

P5 5,44 5,1 

P4 1,86 1,85 

P3 0,94 0,97 

P2 0,87 0,85 

P1 0,60 0,63 

 

To determine the average size difference between batches, measurements on three 

different batches for each type of WC were conducted and the average size for each 

was determined. The deviation between them and the average size is displayed in 

Table 20. Only one batch of WC type P1 was available and was therefore excluded 

from these tests. 

Table 20 Fisher SSS measurements on different agglomerated batches 

WC  Batch1 Batch 2 Batch 3 Deviation 

P8 9,38 9,78 9,60 1,46% 

P7 10,08 10,25 10,27 0,80% 

P6 7,23 7,28 7,59 2,02% 

P5 5,44 5,29 5,40 1,08% 

P4 1,86 1,79 1,84 1,47% 

P3 0,94 0,95 0,97 0,94% 

P2 0,87 0,72 0,77 6,98% 

 

To determine if the Fisher SSS meets the must requirement when measuring on 

agglomerated material normal distributions were made based on measurements of 

three batches for each type of WC. The curves plotted are displayed in Figure 24 and 
25 as the wide size interval did not fit well in one plot.  
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Figure 25 Normal distributions for measurements on three batches per WC type 

 

Figure 26 Normal distributions for measurements on three batches per WC type 

To verify that the WC types can be separated with 95% confidence the interval was 

calculated using Equation 7, the values calculated are displayed in Table 21. 

Table 21 95% Confidence interval of the expected average particle size for each WC type 

WC  Particle Size interval (µm) 

P8 9,59±0,12 

P7 10,20±0,06 

P6 7,37±0,12 

P5 5,38±0,05 

P4 1,83±0,02 

P3 0,95±0,01 

P2 0,79±0,05 
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8.5.2 Brunauer Emmett Teller analysis 
Due to delays and time constraints only six measurement on each WC type was 

made, his was unfortunate as this makes the resulting values less statistically viable. 

The average measured surface area for each type of WC as well as the deviation are 

displayed in Table 22. 

Table 22 Average BET measured surface area 

WC Average surface area (m2/g) Deviation  

P8 0,4445 2,23% 

P7 0,405 2,73% 

P6 0,3645 2,57% 

P5 0,4195 1,50% 

P4 0,5976 2,49% 

P3 1,2499 2,24% 

P2 1,5362 3,61% 

P1 1,8468 1,38% 

 

The difference in surface area between batches were tested and the resulting 

average surface area for each type of WC and the deviation between them are 
displayed in Table 23. 

Table 23 Measured difference in surface area between batches 

WC  Batch1 Batch 2 Batch 3 Deviation  

P8 0,45 0,47 0,39 7,17% 

P7 0,41 0,39 0,39 2,25% 

P6 0,36 0,44 0,50 11,17% 

P5 0,42 0,52 0,61 12,43% 

P4 0,60 0,60 0,61 0,73% 

P3 1,25 1,29 1,26 1,23% 

P2 1,54 1,66 1,74 4,32% 

 

The normal distributions of the measured surface area on three separate batches 

were made to investigate if the must requirement is met. These curves are displayed 

in Figure 26 and 27.  
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Figure 27 normal distribution of BET measurements 

 

Figure 28 Normal distribution of BET measurements 

To investigate the machines precision repeated measurements were made using 

one single sample of the P6, P3 and P1 WC types. Four measurements were 

conducted on each WC type and the variation in the measured value are shown in 

Table 24. 

Table 24 Deviation of repeated BET measurements 

WC  Average surface area (m2/g) Deviation 

P6 0,3715 1,97% 
P3 1,2655 5,92% 
P1 1,8562 0,31% 

 

The human error sensitivity was investigated further by use of a Hierarchical Task 

Analysis (HTA) as described in Bohgard et al. (2010) to more easily see where the 
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operator can influence the measurements. The HTA for BET measurements is shown 

in Figure 29.  

 

Figure 29 HTA BET measurements 

 

8.6 Evaluation 
In this section the Fisher Sub-Sieve Sizer and Brunauer Emmett Teller analysis will 

be discussed and evaluated with regards to the continued measurements made and 

the process required to produce a measurement. The purpose of this section is to 
determine which of these methods meets the requirement set in Section 6 the best.  

8.6.1 Fisher Sub-Sieve Sizer 
In this section the evaluation of the Fisher Sub-Sieve Sizer as a possible testing 
method in the production is evaluated. 

The results from the Fisher SSS measurements on the milled material were quite 

poor as seen in Figure 23. The normal distributions of the average particle size for 

the P8, P7, P6 and P5 WC types overlap with each other making it impossible to 

confidently tell the difference between them. This means that the Fisher SSS 
measurements on deagglomerated WC does not meet the must requirement. 

The precision of the measurements were however really good with a deviation 

ranging between 0,8% to 1,5% as seen in Table 16 meaning that these 

measurements could possibly be used to build a correlation to the required milling 
times of the material.  

When the variance in measurements are compared with the variance in size 

between batches of material as displayed in Table 25 it can be seen that the precision 

is good enough to determine if the batch is larger or smaller than average as the 

deviation in measurement is smaller than the deviation in size between batches for 
every type of WC except P8. 
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Table 25 Deviation comparison of Fisher SSS measurements on deagglomerated WC 

WC Deviation in 
measurements 

Deviation 
between batches 

P8 1,52% 1,05% 
P7 1,47% 4,68% 
P6 1,26% 4,17% 
P5 0,86% 7,86% 
P4 0,82% 1,72% 
P3 1,28% 4,98% 
P2 1,28% 8,70% 

 

The normal distributions displayed in Figure 24 and 25 showed a difference in 

particle size WC types and the calculations of the confidence interval shows that it 

is possible to tell the difference between all WC types with a 95% accuracy.  The 

method thereby meets the must requirement. The measurements of the 

agglomerated WC types are however not useful further in the production as it is 

performed on agglomerated material thus not providing a measurement on the 

actual particle size of the WC (Lassner & Schubert, 1999). 

The steps taken by an operator performing a Fisher SSS measurement are as 

described in Figure 22. Steps 2.1, 2.3, 2.3.1 and 3.2 are especially sensitive as they 

involve reading the manometer level which is not easy to do and is practically 

impossible to standardize and therefore variations will occur. Figure 18 is a picture 

of the manometer and the device used to determine the size value. It is not easy to 

determine the value accurately and this does have an influence on the size 

determined.  

To investigate this further determination of the results repeated tests were 

conducted with two operators. The results from this test are displayed in Table 18 

and shows that there is a difference in the values determined even though they were 

conducted at the same time using the same sample. The results deviated on average 

1,15% which is roughly the same variation as when the sample is changed at 1,26%. 

Although less than what was expected, the human error influence means that 

changing the operator will effectively double the deviation in the measurements. 

The calibration of the machine was not included in this investigation and that is also 
an operation that can influence the results. 

The precision score improved slightly compared to the early evaluation as the 

precision when measuring the smaller sized powders increased. The human error 

sensitivity score also improved as the operators influence on the results had been 

over exaggerated previously. Other than this there were no other changes made. The 

Fisher Sub-Sieve Sizer is weighted against the requirements according to Table 26. 
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Table 26 Requirement matrix Fisher SSS 

Requirements Score 

Precision (5)  9 

Human error sensitivity (4)  5 

Ease of use (3)  10 

Testing time demanded (2)  10 

Operator time demanded 
(2) 

 6 

Total 127 

 

8.6.2 Brunauer-Emmett-Teller analysis   
The BET measurements showed that there is no clear difference in surface area 

between the P8, P7 and P6 as made clear in Figure 26. This means that the BET does 
not meet the must requirement.  

The precision of the measurements were also quite poor as they exceed 2% for all 

but one powder with P2 exceeding 3,5%.This was worse than the Fisher SSS 

measurements which was surprising as the modern BET machine was expected to 

perform better.  

Repeated test using the same sample were made to investigate the precision of the 

machine itself. These measurements were expected to show increased precision as 

this eliminates a source of variation as both the machine and the sample could are 

possible sources of variation according to Runje et al. (2017). The results showed in 

Table 24 shows a decrease in deviation for the P6 and P1 WC types and a severe 

increase for the P3 WC type. As the four measurements on each sample was 

conducted on the same day directly following eachother without operator 

interfearance they speak for the variance in the machine. It shows that the precision 
in the machine varies and leads to some doubt in the reliability of the machine. 

The variation in surface area between different batches can vary from 0,7% up to 

12% when testing on three different batches of material for every type of WC. This 

is a wide range span and fore some of the WC types it will be impossible for the BET 

measurement to identify if it is a larger or smaller sized batch of material tested 

especially for P2, P3 and P4 where the variation in measurements are higher than 

the variation in surface area between batches.  
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Table 27 Deviation comparison of BET measurements on deagglomerated WC 

WC Deviation in 
measurement 

Deviation 
between batches 

P8 2,23% 7,17% 

P7 2,73% 2,25% 

P6 2,57% 11,17% 

P5 1,50% 12,43% 

P4 2,49% 0,73% 

P3 2,24% 1,23% 

P2 3,61% 4,32% 

 

Whit the aid of the HTA as seen in Figure 28 the operator influence was investigated 

again. The operations 2.1, 2.2 and 3.2 are especially sensitive for human error as the 

as the BET calculations are based on the sample weight and setting the wrong weight 

is would therefore have a big effect on the measured value (Lowell, Shields, & 

Thomas, 2004). The weight is determined down to 10-4 grams and it is important 

that this value is correct. The chance for this happening can be reduced by 

standardizing the testing procedure and regularly calibrating the scale used. The 

score for the human error sensitivity was determined to be slightly lower than 

previously determined. 

The machine proved to be unreliable and thereby the testing time varied greatly 

which hugely affected the testing schedule and therefore the testing time score was 

reduced drastically. This had no effect on the operator time demanded as it was the 

automatic testing that varied. 

Table 28 Requirement matrix BET 

Requirements Score 

Precision (5)  6 

Human error sensitivity (4)  7 

Ease of use (3)  6 

Testing time demanded (2)  4 

Operator time demanded 
(2) 

 7 

Total 98 
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9 Discussion 
In this section the project as a whole is discussed and conclusions presented. The 

purpose of this section is to summarise the project, discuss the different project 
stages and to draw conclusions based on the study. 

9.1 Project approach 
The timetable created at the start of the project served as a good support during the 

project but was subjected to changes as the project developed. This was of course 

expected as projects seldom goes perfectly according to plan but generally the initial 

structure of the project was followed.  

Before starting with the testing early in the process a quick study regarding the 

required milling time for deagglomeration of the WC was conducted. This was not 

included in the initial project plan and therefore delayed the testing part of the 

project. This was however not the biggest influence on the timetable, this was an 

underestimation of the testing time required for the different measurement 

methods. I was unfamiliar with these machines and analysis methods and was 

therefore not prepared for the long time the testing would require. 

The theoretical framework for the project was gathered as planned during the initial 

weeks of the project and complemented with additional theory as the project went 

on. This additional gathering of relevant theory collected during the project was 

expected but not accounted for in the initial Gant schedule as the time set aside for 
the theory refers to the initial gathering of the theoretical framework. 

The present day situation was analysed by studying internal documents and 

standards as well as talking to some of the operator performing the tests. The 

current test is very different from the purposed tests that were evaluated in this 

project making it hard to compare them to each other. The important factors are the 

overall time it takes to conduct a test as well as what information each tests provide 
to get some type of comparison.  

The goals of this project has also been subject to change as the time Table was 

altered. The initial goal of choosing an option and thoroughly investigate the 

consequences of an eventual implementation as well as developing this workstation 

in detail was reduced to a recommendation of what method is most suitable and 

discussing the consequences of this change.  This change was necessary as there was 

simply no time left for a thorough analysis of an eventual implementation. 

9.2 Present state  
The present state evaluation was mainly based on internal documents describing 

the test and what results are expected from it. Since the alternative analysis methods 

evaluated are significantly quicker to perform there was not much to gain from 

investigating the specific time it takes to perform the different steps involved in the 

process. Instead the investigation focused on what is done in the current test, what 
results comes from it and what they are used for. 
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The quality control of the WC used at Seco Tools has two main functions, checking 

for defects and collecting information about the material. The current HcK test 

ensures that the material has the correct sintered grainsize as well as controls the 

carbon content. The sintered insert is also controlled microscopically to ensure that 

there are no abnormalities adding yet another layer of security. The sintered grain 

size has been used to estimate the milling time required to get the material to the 

desired size and the carbon measurement verifies that the carbon content is at the 

expected level.  

For all its flaws the Hck test does provide much information regarding material and 

helps ensure that no defects passes through to the rest of the production. It is 

however important to note that this test is not conducted on the WC raw material 

itself but on an insert manufactured according to a standard recipe. No actual test is 

performed on the WC alone. 

It is important to note that this is not only a control of the WC raw material but 

control of all materials in the mixture and its result after sintering. The analysis 

methods evaluated in this study are tests conducted on the WC alone providing no 

information other than a measurement on the material which makes them hard to 
compare to the HcK test.  

9.3 Testing and results 
The testing part of this project is by far the most time consuming and important 

stage in this project. During the testing stage all the data needed to evaluate the 

alternative methods were gathered. In this section the testing and result phase of 

the project is discussed. 

9.3.1 Testing strategy 
The strategy of randomized testing seems to have worked in its mission to minimize 

the environmental impact on the measurements. There are no trends such as 

increasing or decreasing values that can be identified in the measurement results 

for any of the measuring methods.  

The different measuring methods can be affected by different environmental 

changes that can occur and the testing strategy was implemented to reduce the 

impact of these changes.  

The BET is sensitive to both temperature changes as well as pressure changes 

around the machine according to Markku Liebl (2018) a service technician servicing 

the BET machine used at Seco Tools. This was especially problematic as the BET 

machine used is placed in a room with a machine that gets really warm. During the 

course of the testing the room temperature variated from 22 ºC up to as much as 28 

ºC. This could have an effect on the measurement results but no definite changes 
could be observed.  

The Fisher SSS measurements according to the ASTM B330-15 (2015) standard, 

must be conducted within ±2ºC of the temperature when the machine was calibrated 

as the air temperature can have an effect on the manometer used to determine the 
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size. This was not an issues as the room where the test were conducted is kept at a 

constant temperature. 

Due to the time constraints and the nature of the project the amount of 

measurement taken was kept low. It should therefore be pointed out that the 

measured mean values determined from the samples does not necessary accurately 

reflect the whole batch of material. The normal distributions made show the 

intervals where the true value of the WC tested is expected to lie and was therefore 

used as an indication if a testing method meets the must requirement. Where 

overlapping occurred calculations was made to adjust the amount of tests 
conducted. 

9.3.2 Deagglomeration 
The required milling time for deagglomorating the WC was determined based on a 

short investigation at the beginning of the project as well as the hypothesis put 

forward by Johansson et al. (2013). This is however a subject that needs to be 

investigated further. The investigation was conducted using the laboratory mills at 

Seco Tools R&D department and with Fisher Sub-Sieve Sizer measurements. But as 

proven in this study the Fisher SSS measurements are not perfectly precise. All of 

the materials used in this study has been subjected to 4 hours of milling in order to 

deagglomerate the material but there is no guarantee the this is the right way to do 

it. There is a chance that the material require longer milling time or shorter.  

This should be studied further with other measuring techniques such as SEM 

analysis and microscopically analysis to investigate at what point the WC is 

deagglomerated. 

9.3.3 Laser diffraction 
The laser diffraction tests were only conducted on two different powders and this 

was enough to determine that this method is not suitable as a quality control test. 

This was unfortunate considering Upadhyayas (1998) claim that the initial quality 

test of cemented carbides should be a particle size measurement and the fact that 

this test is the only one that provides the size distribution of the WC. The particle 

size is simplified to a sphere which is not ideal as the WC particles are of varying 

shapes. This simplification is a problem for many measurement methods and as 

illustrated in Figure 29 it can affect the measured value depending where on the 

particle the measurement is taken and can therefore be a source of variation when 

repeated tests are conducted.  
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Figure 30 Illustration of the problematics when describing the size with one value 

The tests were repeated directly after one another and the samples taken from the 

same sample tube but still varied showing that the precision of the measurement is 

very low. This was surprising as according to German (1997) Laser diffraction 

analysis is the most popular method when measuring particle size and size 
distribution.  

Since there was no changes in the operator or the environment where the tests were 

conducted this variation is likely to depend on the equipment limitations in 

according to Walker et al. (2012). It should be noted that another possible influence 

on the results is the increasing temperature in the sample during the tests caused 

by the ultrasound agitator. But as this process must be done to avoid flocculation 

and heat is unavoidable it still speaks to the flaws in the equipment and its process. 

An obvious environmental factor that can have an effect on the measurements are 

background light as the method depends on light measurement (Xu, 2002). But as 

the machine calibrates itself before each measurement taken this should not have 

an impact on the results. The sample itself can possibly be affected by temperature 

as the dispersion consists of water and a surfactant but no proof of this could be 

found. 

The poor results could be explained by the fact that no study was conducted to find 

the best practise for conducting the tests. The testing parameters used were instead 

taken from a previous study that utilized this machine. There is a possibility that this 

is not the ideal parameters for measuring WC powders and that other parameters 

would provide more stable results.  

This is just a general categorisation of possible sources for errors and not a definite 

answer. It is possible that the WC powder is unsuitable for use in a wet measuring 

cell or that the powder in fact varies in size and the variations in the results 

accurately reflects that. It is also possible that sample preparation is insufficient and 
the WC was not separated properly. 

If the sample preparation was so that the WC was free to flocculate the sizes is 

expected to increase with time when the test were conducted as this is what 

happens when a sample is left to rest. This did not happen as the sizes increases and 

decreases randomly as seen in Table 6.  

The cause for the size variation cannot be determined to be caused by any one 

reason as there are too many possible causes of this. The operator is on obvious 
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source of variation as the process involves several manual operations. This coupled 

with the high sensitivity of the sample makes for a process with high variation. 

Testing using a dry measuring cell would perhaps provide better results as the 

instability of the sample was a problem during the testing. Dry measuring cells can 

be used for WC powders and it is therefore worth considering additional tests with 

a dry measuring cell. This would also eliminate the long sample preparation process 

significantly reducing the total testing time and thereby reducing the storage time 
for the batch being tested.  

 

9.3.4 X-ray diffraction 
The XRD machine used in this test is frequently used in other projects and 

operations and was therefore harder to schedule. Because of this and the long time 

required by each measurement, tests were conducted overnight and over weekends 

limiting the amount of data that could be collected. This did not matter in the end as 

the as no value could be extracted from the tests. 

The comparison on the diffractograms shows that there is some variation in the 

intensity of the diffracted x-rays which is an indication of differing crystalline size 

according to Woolfson (1997) but this indication is not enough to draw conclusions 

regarding the methods precision. Since the measurements could still be used 

whenever a reference material was sourced the measurements continued both as a 

courtesy to Seco and with the hope that this reference material could be sourced in 
time but this never came to be. 

There was also some problems occurring during testing, a considerable amount of 

tests proved unusable as the intensity of the diffracted rays was extremely low. 

These measurements was determined to be faulty but no further effort was put in 

to investigating the source of these faults. 

The X-ray diffraction show great promise on paper as it is the only method capable 

of determining the individual size of the crystals in the material giving a more 

detailed measurement than the particle size as displayed in Figure 2. It is also the 

only method that can detect contamination in the sample. This is a great function as 

it is expected that a contamination test is performed on the raw material according 

to Upadhyaya (1998). It is important from a quality point of view that the material 

delivered is defect free as this should be the goal of the production according to 

Juran (1992). 

The measurements does not require the WC to be deagglomerated, eliminating the 
milling process and thereby reducing the chance for operator errors. 

9.3.5 Fisher Sub-Sieve Sizer 
The Fisher SSS machine used for this project is old to say the least. However the 

primitive machine showed that it is still usable and it was the only one meeting the 

must criteria set for this project. The testing went without a problem and sufficient 
data could be collected enabling conclusions to be drawn.  
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The method can be used as a verification that the WC delivered is of the correct type 

as the measurements showed a clear difference between the different WC types. The 

manufacturer of the WC also provides a Fisher SSS measurement on every WC batch 

delivered and these values can be compared for further validation. These 

measurements are conducted on agglomerated WC and can therefore not be used 

further as a measurement on agglomerated material is not a measurement of the 
actual particle size. 

The measurements on milled material shows an overlap in sizes between P7 and P6 

meaning that there is no possibility to determine which is which using only the size 

measurements. The method could still be valid as a quality control as the precision 

of the measurements taken were high when compared to the other methods in this 

study. Combining measurements of both agglomerated and deagglomerated WC 

could therefore be done as the time it takes to conduct a measurement is very short. 

As shown in Table 25 the size difference between batches is larger than the variance 

between particle size measurements for six out of the seven measured WC types 

which means that there is a possibility to determine if a batch of material is smaller 

or larger than the average particle size. This is an indication that the precision is 

high enough as it can be determined where on the expected particle size interval a 

tested batch lies.  

It should be pointed out that the variation in size between batches are calculated on 

three batches that were tested and the variation could be bigger than the 

determined value. 

One of the inherent problems with the Fisher Sub-Sieve Sizers measurement 

technique is the simplicity of the measurement. A measurement results in one 

simple number describing the size of the particle which means that there is a lot of 

information regarding the WC that gets ignored. The WC is not homogenous if the 

Laser diffraction measurements conducted are to be believed nor is the size 

distribution perfectly even as shown in Figure 11 and 12. This means that the 
measured size may in truth be far from the true size of the material.  

A positive aspect of the Fisher SSS measurements is that the amount of material 

tested in each measurement is relatively large at 15 grams. This increases the 

statistical validity of the measurements when compared to the Laser diffraction and 

BET measurements.  

The deviation in measurement results when changing operators was lower than 

expected but still poses a problem. This deviation is practically unavoidable as the 

reading of the manometer level is very hard to standardize. Implementing the Fisher 

SSS in the production means that different operator would need to perform tests as 
the production goes year round and one operator cannot work every day.  

There are more modern Fisher SSS machines that are able to process its own results 

thereby circumventing this problem.  
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Any manometer reading should be conducted at a constant temperature to maintain 

its accuracy as the volume of the water will change with the temperature. The Fisher 

SSS testing was conducted in a room with a constant temperature so this should not 

be a problem and no changes in the results indicate that. 

9.3.6 Brunauer Emmett Teller  
The results of the testing showed that there was a lot of overlap in measured surface 

area with the P8, P7 and P5 WC powders as seen in Figure 26 which means that the 

BET does not meet the must requirement stating that the method must be able to 

tell the difference between the different powders. The measurements showed a 

decent precision but when compared to the variation in surface area between 

batches in Table 23 it is made clear that the variation in measurements is equal or 

greater than the variation between batches for four out of the seven tested WC types. 

This means that the BET cannot identify if a batch has a smaller or grater surface are 

than the mean size and for these materials the measurements will therefore be 

useless. This speaks against the BET as a potential quality test. 

The BET measurements went well in the beginning of the testing period after a few 

days the machine started to vary in testing time. This was caused by leaks occurring 

in the machine and thereby failing leak tests. During every measurement leak tests 

are performed by the machine to ensure that the test is accurate as the test is built 

on measuring exact pressure (Lowell, Shields, & Thomas, 2004).  

If a leak test is failed it is redone, adding 30 minutes to the test each time it fails. If 

the test fails six times it will abort the test. This happened quite often with testing 

times varying between the expected 2 hours 30 minutes and 5 hours. This severely 

affected the testing schedule as there was no way of knowing exactly how long a test 

would take or if the test would have to be aborted. 

The machine suffered a break down in the end of October when one of the vacuum 

pumps broke. This delayed testing for two weeks as a new pump needed to be 

sourced and installed. The change of the pump was a change of a variable in the 

testing and therefore it was a risk that the measurements taken before the change 

would not be comparable to the measurements taken after. This was tested by 

redoing measurements of the same material as tested before but no notable changes 
in the results could be identified and therefore no results had to be discarded.  

The delays in testing and the long time required for each test meant that less data 

was gathered than the original goal. Only six measurements of each type of WC was 

made and therefore the results are less statistically viable than those for the fisher 
SSS.  

What speaks for the BET as a quality test is the nature of the test itself. Considering 

that the result of a measurement is the surface area of the particles and not the 

average particle size. This means that the result more accurately reflects the actual 

size of the WC as the particle shape is not assumed to be spherical.  
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The sample size is five grams for each measurement which is not as good as the 

Fisher SSS sample size. This means that three measurements must be conducted to 
be as statistically viable as one Fisher SSS measurement. 

9.3.7 Equipment limitation 
It is important to note that the results obtained in this study are specific for the 

machines used in the experiments as there is no guarantee that other machines 

utilising the same measurement techniques will get the same results. The repeated 

measurements performed are especially dependent on the machine used as there is 

no other source of influence of the measurements. There is a very realistic chance 

that more modern equipment would show better precision.  

No machine used in this study is brand new and in perfect condition and because of 

this they have some flaws and shortcomings when compared to their modern 
equivalences. 

The Laser diffraction analysis was limited to wet sample testing as the machine was 

not capable of measuring on a dry cell. The instability of the wet sample was a source 

of variation and it increased the testing time required significantly. Testing with a 

dry measuring cell would perhaps produce better results.  

The BET analysis machine used is not the most modern nor advanced model and 

there is a chance that a newer machine would prove to be more stable with a higher 

precision. The variation in testing time were caused by failed leak tests something 

that can very well be caused by the wear on the machine.  

The Fisher SSS used was built during the seventies and since then the air 

permeability measurement technique has improved. New machines has eliminated 

the manometer and replacing it with more precise pressure sensors and the result 

determination automated thereby eliminating reducing the operators influence 

significantly.   

The repeated measurements performed are especially dependent on the machine 

used as there is no other source of influence of the measurements and there is a 
chance that more modern equipment would show better precision.  

 

9.4 Evaluation 
The evaluation of the alternative methods followed the theories put forward by 

Bohgard et al. (2010) and Franchetti (2015) regarding evaluation of alternative 

options and entailed an early evaluation and elimination of alternatives that 

performs worst when considering the requirements. This was done by using the 

evaluation matrix and it made the decision process very easy. The idea was that the 

remaining methods were to be evaluated against the evaluation matrix again after 
further study to determine the best option.  

The precision of the methods as well as the time they require to perform a 

measurement were easy to compare as they result in easily comparable numbers. 
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However, the ease of use and operator error sensitivity were largely based on 

experiences during the testing and is therefore subject to some interpretation. There 

is no measurable value that can describe how easy a machine is to use nor how 

sensitive it is to the operator’s fallibility and therefore these scores may vary if 

another operator were to evaluate them. The HTA gave a clear picture in how many 

tasks are demanded of the operator but how hard these tasks were to perform and 
how much they can affect the measurement results cannot be measured. 

The evaluation process using the requirement matrix worked very well and made 

the decisions easy to take when eliminating methods after the initial testing as well 
as when reaching a final recommendation of which method is the most suitable. 

9.5 Replacing the HcK 
Replacing the HcK test with a simpler measuring method such as the methods 

evaluated in this study involves a big reduction of information gathering and in truth 

the methods are not strictly comparable to the HcK test. The HcK test the material 

at a later stage of transformation and thus includes conformation that all materials 

included in the product as well as the production processes behaves as expected. A 

measurement or test on the WC raw material alone is not enough to replace this 
information gathered. 

According to Upadhyaya (1998) the initial quality control test of a cemented carbide 

typically include particle size measurement and carbon analysis. The HcK measures 

the sintered grain size of the material which is comparable to a particle size 

measurement and the carbon content is verified in this process meaning that both 

these recommendations are met.  

Replacing the HcK test with a simpler measurement method would eliminate this 

carbon content verification and thereby only performing this in the second quality 

control. Replacing the HcK would also mean that the microscopic analysis would be 

pushed forward to the second quality control. This is a reduction in information 

gathering as well as a reduction in defect control. It is also important to note that the 

HcK does not control the WC raw material but a sintered insert. This means that it 

also controls that the material mixture behaves as expected. 

This means that Seco needs to put a lot of trust in the supplier to deliver defect free 

material.  Trusting your supplier is encouraged by lean theories as described by 

Liker (2004) and Franchetti (2015) but even though the material is bought from one 

supplier within the company group this is still a big risk to take. If a batch of material 

is delivered with a faulty carbon content this will not be discovered until after the 

drying process meaning that the batch has been stored for up to three months and 

thereafter gone through a process that potentially can’t be redone. This could 

theoretically lead to huge wastes as described by Liker (2004).  

The sintered grainsize measurement has been used as a basis for milling time 

calculations but has proven not to be reliable and therefore the milling times are 

now based on previous knowledge and experience regarding the material in 

question. This is a problem since there are variations in the size of the WC raw 
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material between batches as shown in section 8.5.1 and 8.5.2. Batches can deviate 

up to 8% in average particle size and 12% in measured surface are which are 

substantial variations. This variation in size will affect the required milling time and 

this is a big reason for implementing a measurement method in an attempt to build 

a correlation between the measured particle size of the WC and the required milling 

time as it will help transition the knowledge to writen form. 

The milling times are currently set purposely low to avoid reducing the size of the 

material to much. This can lead to material having to be milled again after the second 

quality control is performed which is a waste of both time and resources as the 

personnel and machinery performing these tasks are tied up redoing work instead 

of moving on to the next batch of material (Liker, 2004). It is however 

understandable that this is done as it is to avoid having to discard large quantities 

of material that have been over processed. This planning for failure should be 

avoided and building a correlation between a particle size measurement and the 

milling time required would solve this problem (Suarez & Gerald, 1992). 

Replacing the HcK test with a Fisher SSS test on the WC would mean that the carbon 

content verification gets put forward to the second quality test as well as the 

microscopy analysis. If Seco are confident in their supplier this is possible, but it is a 

big risk as the consequences is something goes wrong it will be costly. There is also 

a risk that no correlation between the Fisher SSS measurement and the required 

milling can be determined. It is theoretically possible but there is no guarantees that 
this will work in practise.  

The positives with a replacement is a big reduction in the quality control lead time 

and possibly a more accurate milling time calculation assuming that a correlation 

can be established. This would reduce the risk of having to redo work and thereby 

reducing wasting resources. This correlation between the measured size and the 

required milling time would need to be built over a longer period of time and 

therefore a new method cannot be expected to replace the HcK test immediately. 
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10  Recommendation 
The only measurement method capable to differentiate between the different types 

of WC powders is the Fisher Sub-Sieve Sizer making it the sole method that meets 

the must requirement set for the new quality test. However this is only possible 

when measuring on agglomerated material as shown in Figure 24 and 25 making 
the measurement value useless for further use in the production.  

This is unfortunate as this means that no actual information will be gathered from 

this tests and it can only be used as a verification that the raw material delivered is 

of the correct type. Furthermore the Fisher SSS measurements are simply an 

average size measurement and cannot provide information regarding carbon 
contend nor contamination in the sample.  

Although the Fisher SSS measurements on deagglomerated showed a high precision 

there is no guarantee that it is good enough. Not knowing how high precision is need 

to be useful further in the production and not having a correlation already 

established makes it hard to justify a direct implementation as it would take months 

or possibly years to establish a this correlation. 

Since no alternative test can at this stage add any value to the production in the form 

of information the HcK test shuld remain in use despite its flaws as the only 

advantage in replacing it would be to save time. Implementing the Fisher SSS as a 

verification test could be done but it would have little to no impact as the HcK test is 

conducted on delivery and will there, verify that the material is of the correct type. 

Should the material turn out to be mislabelled it will have little impact as the HcK 

test is conducted the same way for every type of WC. The large stores of WC held 

ensures that the production will continue even if a batch turns out to be mislabelled.   

10.1 Future work 
To build a correlation between the measured particle size value and the required 

milling times a study should be conducted parallel to the production. Such a study 

must first entail a study regarding the deagglomeration process as it has a great 
effect on the measured particle size of the WC.  

The milling time of four hours used in this project was decided based on a short 

study involving measurements with the Fisher SSS and for the sake of continuity 

every WC type was milled for the same amount of time. There is a possibility that 

different milling times are required for all types of WC and this should be 

determined before any data collection starts. Analysis using SEM and light 

microscopy would be suitable methods to use for this as they would provide detailed 
pictures of the WC.  

When a practise for deagglomerating the WC is established Fisher SSS tests can 

ensue. Since fisher measurements are conducted by the supplier it is not necessary 

that this is done at Seco. Building the correlation would require measurements to be 

made on every batch of WC delivered, record the milling time required for each 

batch and collecting the grainsize measurements from the second quality control. 
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If a correlation can be established and proved to work in the production the question 

of discontinuing the HcK test can be revisited.  

It must also be mentioned that there are several other analysis methods that can be 

tested for use as a quality control. Although the Fisher Sub-Sieve Sizer performed 

well in this study it is a simple measuring technique and there are other alternatives 

that can provide more information and measure the WC in a more detailed manner. 

A similar study to this one investigating other types of particle measurement 
methods on their capability as quality control tests is advised to be made. 

Since the majority of the problems identified in the Laser diffractometer testing 

were caused by the wet measurement technique it is worth considering tests using 

a dry measurement cell. It is possible that this type of measurement performs better. 

The measurements using the X-Ray diffraction conducted in this study can still be 

used as soon as a reference sample can be sourced. It is worth finishing this analysis 

as the method scored quite well against the other requirements. 

Two measurement techniques that can be tested further are Optical analysis and 

Sedigraph analysis. The optical analysis is capable of measuring particle sizes down 

to 0,5 µm and can create an accurate size measurement based on pictures taken on 

the material as well as provide size distributions of the sample (Malvern Panalytical, 

2018). Sedigraph analysis is an X-Ray measurement technique calculating the 

particle size based on the sedimentation of the sample in a suspension. This method 

also provides the size distribution in the sample (Micromeritics, 2019). These tests 

cannot provide more information than a simple measurement of the WC but there 

is a possibility that they show a higher precision than the Fisher SSS and are 

therefore worth considering. 
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The Gant schedule followed in this project is displayed below 
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The risk analysis made in the beginning of the project is displayed below 

Risk Chance Consequens Total 

Unable to find 
litterature 

1 5 5 

Loosing documents 2 4 8 

Missing deadline 1 10 10 

Testing delays 5 4 20 

Machine breakdown 3 8 24 

 


